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Abstract
User interaction is essential to the communication between users and content-based
image retrieval (CBIR) systems. User interaction covers three key elements: an in-
teraction model, an interactive interface and users. The three key elements combine
to enable effective interaction to happen. Many studies have investigated different
aspects of user interaction. However, there is lack of research in combining all three
elements in an integrated manner, especially through well-principled data analysis
based on a systematic user study. In this thesis, we investigate the combination of
all three elements for interactive CBIR.
We first propose uInteract - a framework including a novel four-factor user inter-
action model (FFUIM) and an interactive interface. The FFUIM aims to improve
interaction and search accuracy of the relevance feedback mechanism for CBIR. The
interface delivers the FFUIM visually, aiming to support users in grasping how the
interaction model functions and how best to manipulate it. The framework is tested
in three task-based and user-oriented comparative evaluations, which involves 12
comparative systems, 12 real life scenario tasks and 50 subjects. The quantitative
data analysis shows encouraging observations on ease of use and usefulness of the
proposed framework, and also reveals a large variance of the results depending on
different user types.
Accordingly, based on Information Foraging Theory, we further propose a user classi-
fication model along three user interaction dimensions: information goals (I), search
strategies (S) and evaluation thresholds (E) of users. To our best knowledge, this
is the first principled user classification model in CBIR. The model is operated and
verified by a systematic qualitative data analysis based on multi linear regression on
the real user interaction data from comparative user evaluations. From final quan-
titative and qualitative data analysis based on the ISE model, we have established
what different types of users like about the framework and their preferences for in-
teractive CBIR systems. Our findings offer useful guidelines for interactive search
system design, evaluation and analysis.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The overall aim of the thesis is to systematically explore the key elements for support-
ing and understanding user interactions in exploratory content-based image retrieval
systems. The research will be built on the background of content-based image re-
trieval, the challenge of the semantic gap and the limitations of the current relevance
feedback techniques. Particularly, this research is motivated by the importance of
user interaction during the search process, especially the exploratory search process.
In our opinion, user interaction involves three key elements: an interaction model,
an interactive interface and users. Apart from investigating the user interactive
model and the interactive interface, we also systematically analyze users based on
Information Foraging Theory.
In this Chapter, we will firstly explain the background of our research from five
aspects: content-based image retrieval (CBIR) (Section 1.1), the semantic gap (Sec-
tion 1.2), relevance feedback (Section 1.3), user interaction (Section 1.4), exploratory
search (Section 1.5) and Information Foraging Theory(Section 1.6). We will then
highlight our research aim, objectives and questions generated from the background
literature in Section 1.7. To address the research questions, our methodology and
major contributions will be stated in Section 1.8. Finally, Section 1.9 outlines how
the thesis is organized.
1
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1.1 Content-based Image Retrieval
Current commercial image search engines retrieve images mainly based on their key-
word annotations. This approach has two limitations. First, the manual annotation
of images requires significant effort and thus may not be practical for large image
collections. Second, as the complexity of the images increases, capturing image
content by text alone becomes increasingly more difficult.
In seeking to overcome these limitations, content-based image retrieval (CBIR) was
proposed in the early 1990’s (Rui et al. 1998; Marques and Furht 2002). CBIR sys-
tems have since been primarily used for image searches on collections with limited
annotations, or for image searches where annotation is not required, such as trade-
mark searches (Eakins et al. 2003). To date, Google has launched a new application,
called“Google Goggles”for Google Android mobile phones1, which is a content-based
search application and allows people to search for more information about a famous
landmark or work of art simply by taking a photo of that object (Jamaal 2010).
A basic CBIR system should be able to interpret the content of the images in a
query and a collection, match the similarity between the images in the query and
the object images in the collection, rank the object images in the collection according
to their degree of relevance to the user’s query (Marques and Furht 2002). These
key technical components of the CBIR system will be introduced in the following
sections.
1.1.1 Visual Feature Extraction
CBIR systems index images by reference to the low-level features of the image itself,
such as colour, texture and structure features (Pickering and Ru¨ger 2003; Howarth
and Ru¨ger 2005b). The visual content of an image is then represented as a feature
vector of floating numbers.
1http : //www.google.com/mobile/goggles/#landmark
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RGB is a simple colour feature used to represent digital images. The colour of each
pixel contains a different proportion of red, green and blue light. HSV is another
colour feature. The hue coordinate H is angular and represents the colour, the
saturation S represents the pureness of the colour and is the radial distance, finally
the brightness V is the vertical distance.
One of the most popular signal processing based approaches for texture feature
extraction has been the use of Gabor filters, a bank of filters at different scales and
orientation information. This can be used to decompose the image into texture
features.
Convolution (or Konvolution) was designed to find horizontal, vertical, and diagonal
edges at good levels of filtering and different arrangements of these edges. This
feature generation process is not only determined by the structure of the image, but
also concerns colour and texture.
Findings from our pilot study show that the HSV perform the best among these
features (Liu et al. 2008).
1.1.2 Dissimilarity Measures
After the low-level features are extracted, CBIR computes the dissimilarity between
query images and object images in the collection based on their low-level content
feature vectors. Dissimilarity is used to describe the how unlike each other two
images or more images are in the high dimensional feature vectors, such as Euclidean
distance, city-block metric, etc (Marques and Furht 2002).
Although there have been some attempts in theoretically summarizing existing dis-
similarity measures (Chen and Chu 2005; Howarth and Ru¨ger 2005a; Kokare et al.
2003; Noreault et al. 1980; Ojala et al. 1996; Puzicha 2001; Puzicha et al. 1997;
Puzicha et al. 1999; Rubner et al. 2004; Zhang and Lu 2003), there is still a lack of
systematic investigation into the applicability and performance of different dissim-
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ilarity measures in the CBIR field and the investigation into various dissimilarity
measures on different features for large-scale CBIR.
In our pilot study (Liu et al. 2008) and (Hu et al. 2008), we have reviewed fourteen
dissimilarity measures, and divided them into three categories: geometry, informa-
tion theory and statistics, in terms of their theoretical characteristics and function-
ality. In addition, these dissimilarity measures have been empirically compared on
six typical content-based image features, and their combinations on the standard
Corel and ImageCLEF image collections. From the experimental results, we found
the city-block dissimilarity measure is one of the best performing measures. Due to
its computational simplicity, we recommend it for use in CBIR systems.
1.1.3 Fusion Approaches
For a single image query, the dissimilarity measure automatically produces a ranked
list of results. When the query consists of several example images, however, we need
to use a fusion approach to aggregate the results with respect to different example
images to produce a ranked list. There are two well known adaptive approaches
namely Vector Space Model (VSM) and K-nearest neighbours (KNN).
• The VSM has been widely used in text retrieval (Salton 1989). For an ob-
ject image in the collection, the adapted VSM sums up all its dissimilarity
scores to the images in a query. Following the recommendation from the liter-
ature (Pickering and Ru¨ger 2003), in this thesis, we apply the adapted VSM to
fuse the positive query images only. The retrieved similar images are ranked
by the final dissimilarity scores:
DV SM =
∑
i
(dij), (1.1)
where the DV SM is the sum of the dissimilarity value dij between a query
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image i 1 ≤ i ≤ P and an object image j 1 ≤ j ≤ M (the query contains P
positive examples and the collection contains M images).
• The original KNN approach was proposed by (Mitchell 1997). Our adapted
approach is based on the idea that, given both positive and negative query
images, the object images can be classified according to their proximity to these
examples. To rank an object image in the collection we need to identify how the
image is dissimilar with positive query images or negative query images. If the
dissimilarity is lower with positive examples than negative examples, the image
should be ranked higher, although it will depend on the true value (Howarth
and Ru¨ger 2005a). The dissimilarity measure is given by
DKNN =
∑
i∈N(dij + ε)
−1∑
i∈P (dij + ε)
−1 + ε
, (1.2)
where DKNN is the dissimilarity value between an object image j with all the
example images (positive and negative) in the query. dij is a dissimilarity value
between a query i and an object image j. ε is a small positive number (e.g.
0.00001) to avoid division by zero. P and N denote the sets of positive and
negative images in the query.
1.2 Semantic Gap
CBIR techniques are important when text annotations are nonexistent or incomplete
(Smeulders et al. 2000; Eakins et al. 2003). However, CBIR systems index images
by their low-level features such as colour, texture and structure, and such features
do not necessarily mean anything to users. Further, the low-level feature based
dissimilarity search algorithms are not as intuitive nor as user-friendly as they are
expected to be. Thus there is a “gap” between the users and the systems (Lew et al.
2006; Zhou and Huang 2003; Crucianu et al. 2004). The problem is a well known
challenge in the field of CBIR, called the “semantic gap”, which is a gap between
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the low-level features (RGB, for example) of an image and its high-level meaning
(semantic) to a user (Marques and Furht 2002). Very often, when a user thinks some
images in the search result are not relevant at all based on their semantic meaning,
the computer may consider the images as relevant to what the user is looking for
based on the dissimilarity values computed from the images’ low-level features. A
question then arises here, how can we close the gap and make the CBIR systems
more effective?
1.3 Relevance Feedback
One way to bridge the semantic gap is to introduce relevance feedback to CBIR.
Relevance feedback (RF) brings users into the search loop, so that users have the
opportunity to provide feedback to help refine the query based on previous search
results. The systems can then learn users’ preferences from their feedback to improve
the search performance (Crucianu et al. 2004; Zhou and Huang 2003; Marques and
Furht 2002; Ruthven and Lalmas 2003; Rui et al. 1998).
There are two types of interactive feedback for learning users’ preferences: explicit
feedback and implicit feedback. The explicit feedback is given actively and con-
sciously by the user to instruct the system what to do. Whereas, implicit feedback
is inferred by the system from the way the user has interacted with the system.
In other words, explicit feedback means the user is actively controlling the search
process whilst implicit feedback means the system is controlling the search process.
Many researchers suggest to use explicit or implicit or both to enhance search per-
formance (Hopfgartner et al. 2007; White et al. 2006).
The relevance information learnt from users can be utilized by using query point
shifting, query expansion or feature re-weighting, etc (Heesch and Ru¨ger ; Heesch
2005). Query point shifting aims to move the query point towards positive examples
by changing the query image. Query expansion is when additional example images
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are added to the query to better describe what the users are looking for. Feature
re-weighting aims to give higher weights to the specific features of images that users
prefer.
Currently most of the RF techniques only allow users to provide positive feedback.
However, studies have shown that allowing users to provide both negative and posi-
tive feedback can improve the search performance (Mu¨ller et al. 2000; Heesch 2005).
For example, Mu¨ller et al. (2000) compared a variety of strategies for positive and
negative feedback. They employed an automated query expansion scheme to obtain
negative judgements when users were not able to provide sufficient feedback. The
experiment showed that negative feedback images improve search performance sig-
nificantly. Specifically, a query from a user who initially uses positive feedback can
only be improved by automatically supplying non-selected images as negative feed-
back. Heesch (2005) proposed a framework of relevance feedback for the K-nearest
neighbours approach. They used query shifting and feature re-weighting techniques
to recompute both relevant and irrelevant images by user’s feedback. The framework
does not only improve the retrieval performance, but also demonstrates a better user
interaction.
These studies show the interactive CBIR systems with RF techniques can improve
not only the search performance, but also the communication between the users
and the system. To be able to learn more useful information from users and better
engage the users during the search process, the interaction between the users and
the system is vital (Zhou and Huang 2003; Urban et al. 2003; Urban 2007; Lew
et al. 2006; Wegner 1997).
1.4 User Interaction
In our opinion, user interaction involves three key elements: the user interaction
model, the interactive interface for delivering the user interaction model, and the
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users. The three elements combine to enable effective interaction to happen.
1.4.1 User Interaction Models
In an effort to make the RF mechanisms more interactive, some researchers have
focused on developing user interaction models to formalize different factors for im-
proving the interaction.
For example, Spink et al. (1998) proposed a three-dimensional spatial model to
support user interactive search for text retrieval. The three dimensions are regions
of relevance, levels of relevance and time.
Other studies have focused more on some individual dimensions of Spink et al.’s
model, such as levels of relevance. Taylor et al. (2007) further showed the importance
of the levels of relevance for information searching process.
Brini and Boughanem (2003) adapted the regions of relevance to their text retrieval
system. Wu et al. (2004) and Cheng et al. (2008) applied the regions of relevance
to image retrieval (Cheng et al. 2008; Wu et al. 2004). Their results showed the
effectiveness of the method.
Campbell (2000) has focused on the time dimension and proposed an Ostensive
Model (OM) that incorporates the degree of relevance relative to when a user selected
the evidence from the results set. Later, Browne and Smeaton (2004) and Urban
et al. (2006) applied the so called increasing profile of the OM to video IR and
CBIR respectively (Urban et al. 2006; Browne and Smeaton 2004). Their studies
showed that a system based on the OM outperforms, and is preferred by users, over
traditional RF techniques in CBIR. Further, Fuhr (2008) suggested that the OM
supports the dynamic nature of information needs.
Ruthven et al. (2003) adapted two dimensions from Spink et al.’s model combined
with OM in their study. Their experimental results showed that combining partial
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relevance and time relevance did help the interaction between the user and the
system.
More details on the user interaction models will be provided in Section 2.1.1.
1.4.2 User Interactive Interfaces
The user interaction models aim to provide an enhanced search experience in terms of
the level of interaction between the system and users and search accuracy. However,
without a visual search interface, we are not able to facilitate and test the interaction
aspects.
When providing new search functionality, we should decide how the new functional-
ity should be delivered to users (White and Ruthven 2006; Bates 1990). Some studies
have focused on improving the interaction of the relevance feedback mechanisms on
the visual interface. For instance, Flexible Image Retrieval Engine (FIRE) (Dese-
laers et al. 2005) is a tool that allows users to provide non-relevant feedback from
the result set. Indeed, the research in (Heesch and Ru¨ger 2003; Pickering and Ru¨ger
2003; Mu¨ller et al. 2000) also suggested the importance of providing both negative
and positive examples as feedback. Urban et al. (2006) developed an image search
system based on the Ostensive Model. Later, Urban and Jose (2006a) presented an-
other system - Effective Group Organization (EGO), which is a personalized image
search and management tool that allows the user to search and group the results.
Hopfgartner et al. (2007) investigated a video search system with explicit and im-
plicit feedback.
More details on interactive interface design will be provided in Section 2.2.1.
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1.4.3 User Evaluation
The performance of interactive CBIR systems is influenced by the users, tasks and
systems (?; Ja¨rvelin 2009). Taking users into account, the system should be evalu-
ated by users, not just by lab-based precision and recall measurement (Rijsbergen
1979; Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto 1999). Some researchers have applied different
types of user-oriented evaluation design to their user studies as in (Ingwersen 1992;
Borlund and Ingwersen 1997; Jose et al. 1998; White et al. 2005; Urban and Jose
2006b; Ka¨ki and Aula 2008).
Our user-oriented evaluation will apply simulated real world searching tasks, which
allow the users to develop their own interpretation of the task, and use their own
judgement for choosing relevant images as feedback and result, and discover different
functionalities of the interface to support their search. Further, the evaluation data
will also allow a systematic analysis of users, for identifying different user types and
their search preferences and behaviours.
1.5 Exploratory Search
At this point, we need to introduce exploratory search, because we consider infor-
mation seeking tasks, in particular interactive CBIR, will involve different levels of
exploration depending on the users.
Exploratory search is recently emerging to support more user-centric information
seeking and interactive search. It aims to shift the research focus from getting the
highest precision (query-document matching) toward finding guidance at all stages
of the information-seeking process to support a broader set of users’ searching and
interaction behaviours (White et al. 2007; White and Roth 2009).
Exploratory search is hard to define exactly, as almost all searches are somehow
exploratory. However, one definition is that exploratory search is any search with a
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combination of a querying and a browsing strategy to enable learning and investi-
gation (Marchionini 2006; White et al. 2006; White et al. 2007; Mulholland et al.
2008; Marchionini and White 2009). Marchionini (2006) emphasizes that the tra-
ditional “lookup” search on its own is not exploratory search; however, exploratory
search contains the lookup stage.
Further, White et al. (2006) presented a few more definitions of exploratory search
from the users’ perspective:
• An exploratory search can happen when the presence of the search technology
and information objects is meaningful to users.
• An exploratory search is motivated by a complex information problem that
users are not looking for a single answer to.
• An exploratory search can happen when the users are unfamiliar with the
domain of the task.
• An exploratory search is required when the users are uncertain of the ways to
achieve their goal by the technology.
• An exploratory search is needed when the users are unsure of their goals in
the first place.
• An exploratory search will happen if the users have a lack of knowledge of the
data they are searching from.
To support exploratory search, we need to consider how the information is found;
how the information is presented; how the information needs are described; how the
information is used by users; how the information seeking behaviour is defined by
analyzing the exploratory data, and how the exploratory search is evaluated.
White et al. (2006) suggested that exploratory search is related to Information For-
aging Theory (Pirolli and Card 1995; Pirolli and Card 1999) in the aspect of finding
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an optimal path to reach users’ information goal during search. For instance, how
users search for information based on their information goal, how users apply their
searching strategy, and how users decide what information to use, etc. Indeed, Mul-
holland et al. (2008) have shown that Information Foraging theory can interpret the
effects of the exploratory search technologies. They identified two distinct strategies
of exploratory search, namely risky search strategy and cautious search strategy.
Their findings can be considered as a step forward in supporting exploratory search.
1.6 Information Foraging Theory
User contexts can be very different when different users use search systems. Some
people know what they want, and some people only know when they find it (ter
Hofstede et al. 1996). Some people are patient, but some are not. Some people
frequently change their mind on what they are looking for, but some do not. Some
people like to use both query by example search model and browsing search model
to retrieve their idea. Some people are satisfied with the result they get after a few
rounds, but some are not (Urban et al. 2003).
Information Foraging Theory suggests that the way humans seek information is not
unlike the way of wild animals gather food (Pirolli and Card 1995; Pirolli and Card
1999; Pirolli 2007). First they will find a path to food resource (scents); next they
will select what to eat (diet); and then they have to decide when to hunt elsewhere
(patch) (Nielsen 2003; Stephens and Krebs 1986).
To adapt the food hunting behaviour to humans online information seeking, the
interpretation will be: foragers will find an information patch that they think would
bring the outcome they desire based on their information scents; the foragers then
will decide which information resource they will select based on their information
diet; the foragers also need to decide how long they will stay with this information
patch and when to go to a different patch of information. To decide which informa-
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tion resource is the start point and when to move elsewhere, the foragers need to
consider the cost and benefit trade-offs. Different foragers will make different deci-
sions on these stages based on the different search preferences and behaviours. Thus,
we are motivated to identify different types of foragers and find out different types
of preferences and behaviours they have during the information seeking process.
In this thesis, we will adapt Information Foraging Theory to the CBIR scenario: the
information patch in our case will be a set of result images from the initial search;
the information scent will be the clues that users get from task descriptions, query
images, result images and past search experience to formulate their information goal
and navigate their search process; the information diet will be the way that users
select the feedback and result images.
More details on Information Foraging Theory will be provided in Section 7.1.
1.7 Research Questions
Motivated and inspired by the literature, the main aim of the thesis is to system-
atically explore the three key elements of user interactions in exploratory CBIR
systems, including the user interaction model, the interactive interface and users.
The three elements combine to enable effective interaction to happen. However,
there is lack of research in understanding them in an integrated manner. In this
thesis, we investigate the combination of all three elements for interactive CBIR.
Specifically, the objectives of the research are:
• to propose a novel user interaction model for content-based image retrieval;
• to deliver the model by a visual interactive interface that allows users to effec-
tively manipulate the model;
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• to evaluate the effects of the interactive model through both simulated exper-
iments and user evaluation;
• to evaluate the effects of the visual interface through user evaluation;
• to propose a well-principled user classification model based on Information
Foraging Theory to identify different user types;
• to verify and operationalize the user classification model based on extensive
real user interaction data collected from the user evaluations;
• to use the user classification model to better understand user interactions in
CBIR and find user preferences and behaviours on interactive CBIR system
design based on different user types.
The objectives lead to the following research questions:
• Q1: What factors in the user interaction model are important to the interaction
between the users and interactive CBIR systems? (addressed in Chapter 2)
Q1.1: What effects do the four profiles of the Ostensive Model have on the
users? (addressed in Chapter 5)
Q1.2: What effects do the factors of the four-factor user interaction model
have on the users? (addressed in Chapter 6)
Q1.3: What effects do the users have on the preferences for the user interaction
models? (addressed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6)
• Q2: How can the users best interact with the system through a visual inter-
active interface? (addressed in Chapter 2)
Q2.1: What effects do the visual interfaces have on the users? (addressed in
Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6)
Q2.2: What effects do the users have on the preferences for the interfaces?
(addressed in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6)
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• Q3: What are the preferences for the different user types on the interactive
CBIR framework design? (addressed in Chapter 8)
Q3.1: How many user types are there? (addressed in Chapter 7)
Q3.2: Will the search precision be different based on the different user types?
(addressed in Chapter 8)
Q3.3: What preferences do the different user types have on the interactive
interfaces? (addressed in Chapter 8)
Q3.4: What preferences do the different user types have on the user interaction
models? (addressed in Chapter 8)
Q3.5: What are the comments of different user types to the uInteract frame-
work? (addressed in Chapter 8)
1.8 Contributions
The research begins with a comprehensive literature review. The related work mo-
tivates and inspires us to propose a new interactive CBIR framework - uInteract.
The framework includes a four-factor user interaction model and a visual interactive
interface to deliver the model and allow users to manipulate the model. On top of
lab-based simulated experiments, a series of task-based user evaluations with real
image search scenarios are carried out to evaluate the effects of the user interaction
model and the visual interface. The user evaluations also provide a large amount of
quantitative and qualitative data including the search results, user comments and
interactions with the systems. An extensive quantitative result analysis shows the
effects of the user interaction model and the interactive interface to the users as
well as the users’ impact on the preferences to the uInteract framework. A novel
user classification model, called ISE (I: information goals; S: search strategies; E:
evaluation thresholds) is proposed based on Information Foraging Theory for better
understanding the user interactions in CBIR. The model is further verified by an
in-depth analysis of the user interaction data gathered from our user evaluations.
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Applying the ISE model to the quantitative and qualitative data analysis from our
user study allows us to explore the users’ preferences for the uInteract framework in
relation to user types. The final findings provide valuable insights on the interactive
CBIR framework design, evaluation and analysis based on different user types.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first systematic and principled investigation
in exploring the three key elements of user interactions, i.e., interaction model,
interface and users, in a integrated manner.
1.9 Organization of the Thesis
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows:
• In Chapter 2, we will present a new exploratory CBIR framework - uInteract.
We will first review the related work in user interaction models, and then
propose a new four-factor user interaction model. Results from a lab-based
simulated evaluation will show the effectiveness of the proposed interaction
model with both multi-image positive and negative queries for CBIR. Secondly,
we will review the existing interactive interfaces for CBIR and then present
our visual interactive interface for uInteract for delivering the four-factor user
interaction model.
• In Chapter 3, we will describe in general our task-based and user-oriented
evaluation methodology. Particularly, three user evaluations are carried out
to evaluate the uInteract interface (detailed experimental setup and results
are reported in Chapter 4), the Ostensive Model (detailed experimental setup
and results are reported in Chapter 5) and the four-factor user interaction
model (detailed experimental setup and results are reported in Chapter 6)
respectively.
• In Chapter 7, we will review Information Foraging Theory that motivates us
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to propose an ISE user classification model. The ISE model will be verified by
qualitative data analysis.
• In Chapter 8, we will apply the ISE user classification model to the quantitative
and qualitative data obtained in our user evaluations. The quantitative and
qualitative data analysis results will show users’ preferences on interactive
CBIR framework design based on different user types.
• In Chapter 9, we will conclude the thesis by reviewing the contributions and
suggesting future work;
• In Appendix A, we will report the task descriptions and questionnaires used
for evaluating the uInteract interface (E1).
• In Appendix B, we will report the task descriptions and questionnaires used
for evaluating the Ostensive Model (E2) and the different settings of the four-
factor user interaction model (E3).
Chapter 2
uInteract Framework: Four-factor
User Interaction Model and
Interactive Interface
In Chapter 1 we reviewed the research background, addressed the research questions
and stated the main contributions of the thesis. From the literature we have learnt
that user interaction is essential to the communication between users and content-
based image retrieval (CBIR) systems. In our opinion, user interaction covers three
key elements: an interaction model, an interactive interface and users. The three
elements combine to enable effective interaction to happen. Many studies have
investigated different aspects of user interaction. However, there is lack of research
in combining all three elements in an integrated manner.
In this Chapter, we will introduce a novel interactive CBIR framework - uInteract,
which aims to tackle the first two elements1: the user interaction model and the
interactive interface. In Section 2.1.2, we will first propose an adaptive four-factor
user interaction model (FFUIM) based on the literature review, and then we will
investigate the performance of the FFUIM through simulated evaluations on a large
1The last element of the user interaction - users - will be tackled in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8.
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image collection. In section 2.2.2, a visual interactive interface is designed based
on existing design guidelines to deliver the FFUIM visually and aims to provide a
user-oriented search platform.
2.1 User Interaction Models
To improve user interaction between a CBIR system and users, we firstly need to
have a good user interaction model, which should not only support the interaction
but also enhance search performance.
2.1.1 Literature Review on User Interaction Models
In this section, we review a number of existing user interaction models and de-
scribe how our FFUIM harnesses their advantages, whilst addressing some of their
limitations.
Three-dimensional Spatial Model
In order to improve the interaction between the users and the system, Spink et al.
(1998) proposed a three-dimensional spatial model, consisting of levels of relevance,
regions of relevance and time dimension of relevance, for text retrieval. They firstly
applied Saracevic’s five levels of relevance (Saracevic 1996) to indicate why the feed-
back is relevant, which includes system’s or algorithmic relevance, topical or subject
relevance, cognitive relevance or pertinence, situational relevance or utility, motiva-
tional or affective relevance. Second, the regions of relevance indicate the degree
of users’ relevance judgements to a feedback. The four regions are: relevant, par-
tially relevant, partially not relevant and not relevant. Third, they proposed a time
dimension in their framework, because they found that humans seek information
on a particular information problem in stages over time. The time of relevance is
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measured in formats such as information seeking stage and successive searches. We
consider the three-dimensional spatial model as a useful starting point to develop a
more advanced user interaction model and techniques.
Other existing research has focused more on a single dimension, such as levels of
relevance. Taylor et al. (2007) further showed the importance of the levels of
relevance for the information searching process. Their results show that relevance is
multi-context and dynamic. Moreover, they also suggested that non-binary relevance
assessment is important within every context.
Brini and Boughanem (2003) adapted another dimension - regions of relevance
from Spink et al. (1998)’s model to their text retrieval system. They considered that
partial relevance is close to human reasoning. Their experimental result showed that
the partial relevance feedback approach outperformed the binary relevance feedback
approach. Wu et al. (2004) and Cheng et al. (2008) applied the regions of relevance
to their relevance feedback mechanism for image retrieval. The multi-level relevance
measurement was utilized by query expansion and feature re-weighting according to
relevance level of query images indicated by the user (Cheng et al. 2008; Wu et al.
2004).
Ostensive Model
Campbell (2000) has focused on the time dimension. He proposed the Ostensive
Model (OM) that indicates the degree of relevance relative to when a user selected
the evidence from the results set. The OM includes four ostensive relevance profiles:
decreasing, increasing, flat and current profiles, respectively. With the increasing
profile the latest feedback is deemed the most important, whereas with the decreasing
profile it is the earliest feedback that is regarded as the most important. With the flat
profile all feedback is given equal importance, regardless of when the feedback was
provided. Finally, the current profile gives the latest feedback the highest weight and
earlier feedback is ignored. Campbell found that for text retrieval the increasing, flat
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and current profile showed overall better accuracy than the decreasing model, and
the increasing profile was the most robust (Campbell 2000). Fuhr (2008) suggested
that the OM supports the dynamic nature of information needs.
Browne and Smeaton (2004) and Urban et al. (2006) adapted the OM from text re-
trieval for image and video retrieval to help overcome interaction problems between
users and multimedia search systems (Urban et al. 2006; Browne and Smeaton 2004).
In their studies, only the increasing profile was applied. The results indicated that,
whilst users found the OM easy to use, they found it difficult to control the RF
process without greater interaction. Furthermore, the traditional OM accepted only
positive feedback, whereas in reality users may wish to refine their searches by pro-
viding both negative and positive feedback. Indeed, some research (Dunlop 1997;
Pickering and Ru¨ger 2003; Mu¨ller et al. 2000) has shown that including negative
examples into the RF can actually help improve the image retrieval accuracy. There-
fore, we are motivated to test the performance of the four profiles of the OM on the
multi-image query and both negative and positive feedback search scenarios.
Partial and Ostensive Evidence
Ruthven et al. adapted and combined two dimensions from Spink et al. (1998)’s
three-dimensional spatial model, namely: regions of relevance and time, for ranking
query expansion terms in text-based information retrieval (Ruthven et al. 2003;
Ruthven et al. 2002). The region of relevance in their study is called partial evidence,
which is a range of relevance level from one to ten, which is different from Spink et al.
(1998)’s definition. In addition, they applied the OM to the time dimension, which
is called ostensive evidence. The ostensive evidence is measured by iterations of
feedback. Their study shows that combining RF techniques with the user interaction
factors is preferred by users over RF techniques alone. However, to our knowledge,
neither the combined model nor the three-dimensional spatial model have previously
been applied to CBIR. It will be interesting to see how the combined model performs
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in our CBIR system.
2.1.2 A Four-factor User Interaction Model (FFUIM)
Based on these interesting studies, we propose a new model named ‘four-factor user
interaction model (FFUIM)’, which combines the three-dimensional spatial model
with the OM and, further, adds another factor - frequency. The FFUIM includes:
relevance region, relevance level, time and frequency. We introduce the four factors
in the following sections.
Relevance Region
Instead of Spink et al. (1998)’s four regions of relevance, the relevance region here
comprises two parts: relevant (positive) evidence and non-relevant (negative) evi-
dence. Both relevance regions contain a range of relevance levels.
Relevance Level
The relevance level here indicates how relevant/non-relevant the evidence is on the
related relevance region, which implies a quantitative difference, and differs from
Saracevic’s definition used in Spink et al. (1998). This factor is measured by a
range of relevance levels (integers 1-20) indicated by users. The distance function
with the relevance level factor is given by
Dij = dij/Wp, (2.1)
whereDij(i = 1, 2, . . . ,m; j = 1, 2, . . . , n) is the final distance between a query image
i and an object image j; dij is the original distance between the query image i and
an object image j; Wp is the partial weight, Wp = r for the positive examples, and
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Wp =
1
r
for the negative examples (r is the level of the relevance provided by the
user, an integer between 1 and 20)2.
Time
(a) Increasing Profile (b) Flat Profile
(c) Current Profile (d) Decreasing Profile
Figure 2.1: Four Profiles of the Ostensive Model (time factor)
We adapted the OM to the time factor to indicate the degree of relevance relative
to when the evidence was selected. In this study, we have taken the OM a step
further. In addition to using the increasing profile, we have also tested the flat profile,
current profile and the decreasing profile (Figure 2.1). For our study, the increasing /
decreasing profile means ostensive relevance weights for positive / negative examples
increase / decrease respectively with further search iterations. The fundamental
difference between our studies and Urban et al. (2006)’s study is that we have applied
these ostensive relevance weights to both the positive and negative feedback, and
applied the weight to more than one image in every query. We propose the following
distance function with the ostensive weight:
Dij = dij/Wo, (2.2)
2Note that we have tested a number of other weighting functions for Wy (y can be o,p,f),
e.g., Wy = x, Wy = 2x and Wy = ln(x) (x can be r,s,t) for positive examples, but there was no
significant difference in performance (MAP). Here we use the linear setting for simplicity.
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where Wo, the ostensive weight, can be different depending on the profile. Wo = s
for the positive examples, and Wo =
1
s
for the negative examples (for the increasing
profile, s is iterations of feedback; for the decreasing profile, s the i-th iteration of
feedback in the contrary order; for the flat profile, s is 1; for the current profile, s is
1 for the current iteration, but 0 for the previous iterations)3.
Frequency
While we are investigating the combined models, we find that the same images
can be used as positive/negative examples in different feedback iterations. Thus,
we wonder: can the number of times (frequency) an image appears across all the
iterations contribute to the model? To answer this question, we propose a new
factor - frequency, which captures the number of appearances of an image in the
user selected positive and negative evidence separately. The distance function with
frequency is given by
Dij = dij/Wf , (2.3)
whereWf , the frequency weight, is how often an image has been chosen as a relevant
or non-relevant example: Wf = t for the positive examples, and Wf =
1
t
for the
negative examples (t is the number of times the image was chosen as feedback)4.
2.1.3 Simulated Evaluation
Our empirical experiments aim to find possible interaction settings of the FFUIM
that improve the search accuracy in comparison with a CBIR system without any
interaction. The evaluation was a lab-based systematic comparison. We tested some
individual and combined factors of the FFUIM. The performance indicator used was
3Please see more detail in footnote 2.
4Please see more detail in footnote 2.
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Mean Average Precision (MAP), and we used the ranking of images in the entire
data set to compute the MAP for each experiment.
Experimental Setup
The ImageCLEFphoto2007 collection (Grubinger et al. 2006) was used, which con-
sists of 20,000 real life images and 60 query topics. We applied colour feature HSV to
all of the images. The city-block distance (a special case of the Minkowski distance
family) as suggested in our pilot study (Liu et al. 2008; Hu et al. 2008) was used to
compute the distance between query images and object images.
Two Fusion Approaches
Heesch et al. (2003) investigated three fusion approaches, namely: Support Vector
Machine (SVM), adapted Vector Space Model (VSM) and adapted K-nearest neigh-
bours (KNN), with multi-image queries on interactive CBIR systems for the pseudo
feedback setting. Their experimental result suggested that KNN fusion approach is
the best for interactive CBIR systems with both positive and negative multi-image
queries.
We used two fusion approaches to support two different feedback scenarios. Firstly,
the Vector Space Model (VSM) (Pickering and Ru¨ger 2003) is deployed for positive
relevance feedback only. By adding the weighting scheme of the FFUIM into the
VSM, the approach is represented by:
DV SM =
∑
i
(dij/Wz), (2.4)
where the DV SM is the sum of the distance value between a query (containing i
positive examples) and an object image j. Wz can be one of the three factors’
weight Wo,Wp,Wf , or any combination weight
5 of all three factors, depending upon
5Multiplication is employed to combine the weight together.
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which factor or combined factors is/are being tested.
Secondly, because the VSM in (Pickering and Ru¨ger 2003) only uses positive feed-
back, we apply k-nearest neighbours (k-NN) when both positive and negative feed-
back are used (Pickering and Ru¨ger 2003). Here, by taking into account the weight-
ing scheme, k-NN is given by:
DKNN =
∑
i∈N(dij/Wz + ε)
−1∑
i∈P (dij/Wz + ε)
−1 + ε
, (2.5)
where DKNN is the distance value between an object image j with all the example
images (positive and negative) in the query. ε is a small positive number (e.g.
0.00001) to avoid division by zero. N and P denote the sets of positive and negative
images in the query.
Two Interaction Approaches
Our experiments used two interaction approaches: pseudo feedback and a method
we call simulated user feedback.
Firstly, pseudo feedback was applied - a method widely used in information retrieval.
Here there is no user interaction functionality with the feedback approach. The sys-
tem automatically takes the top and bottom three images from the ranked last iter-
ation search result of each query as positive and negative examples, respectively, to
expand the current queries. The reason we take the bottom three images as negative
feedback to expand the current queries is because, from our previous experiment,
this approach outperforms the use of randomly chosen negative examples.
Secondly, a so-called simulated user feedback was used. This approach uses three
truly relevant images from the top ranked results of each query and three truly non-
relevant images from the bottom as tested against the official relevance judgments
file. We derive this method to provide an automatic means of feedback which is
closer to real user behaviour. The reason we limit feedback to three positive images
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and three negative ones is because we want to make the experimental results more
comparable with equal numbers of image examples in the queries.
For consistency of approach, we used three image examples in each original query
and each of the feedback iterations. Further, we limited the number of iterations
to three, where iteration one is the search by original queries without feedback, and
iterations two and three are with feedback. The time and relevance region factors are
applied to all the queries on each iteration, whilst the relevance level and frequency
factor is applied only to the latest iteration.
Experimental Results
Our experiment tested the performance of 16 interaction settings of the FFUIM,
which includes four profiles of OM (time factor): flat profile, increasing profile, cur-
rent profile, decreasing profile respectively, and the four profiles combined with the
relevance level factor respectively, and the four profiles combined with the frequency
factor respectively, and the four profiles combined with the relevance level and the
frequency factor respectively. Each of the 16 settings were tested using positive feed-
back only as well as both positive and negative feedback (relevance region factor).
The models have been tested against a large image collection and two interaction
approaches as previously described. The following insights have been observed by
doing statistical significance tests (the Wilcoxon signed ranks test with α = 0.05):
Firstly, simulated user feedback has a better performance than pseudo feedback.
Secondly, with the pseudo feedback approach, accuracy falls with increasing iter-
ations. Thirdly, under simulated user feedback approach, the performance clearly
improves with each search iteration for all the results.
Apart from these generic insights, other results vary depending on the different set-
tings and iterations. Since iteration three is the last iteration in our experiment and
the weights should show more effect on the results, and, in addition, the simulated
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Figure 2.2: Effects of the relevance region and time factor
user feedback outperforms pseudo feedback and is closer to the real search scenario,
we have undertaken further detailed analysis of the simulated feedback at iteration
three based on different search settings as follows:
Effects of using the positive examples only and both positive and neg-
ative examples (relevance region factor). Figure 2.2 shows that the use of
both positive and negative example feedback with the k-NN approach performs sig-
nificantly better than the positive example only feedback with VSM approach. The
promising result encourages us to include the negative functionalities to our future
visual search system, and then we need to think about how to deliver these func-
tionalities to users through the interface.
Effects of the four profiles of the Ostensive Model (time factor). Fig-
ure 2.2 shows that under the positive feedback only setting, the decreasing and cur-
rent profiles show consistently good performance, and the flat profile outperforms
the increasing profile in most tests. Under both the positive and negative feedback
settings, the decreasing, flat and increasing profiles are not significantly different,
but the current profile shows statistically worse performance than the other three
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profiles. The results do not show the same observation as previous OM studies,
namely that the latest feedback expresses best the user’s information needs. This
may be because the relevance judgement file was developed against the original
query that is the oldest feedback iteration. Thus the decreasing profile performs
consistently well in different circumstances. These models need further testing in a
real, as opposed to a simulated, CBIR search environment.
Figure 2.3: Effects of the relevance level factor
Effects of relevance level factor. Figure 2.3 shows that in all of the tests,
the relevance level when combined with the OM is not significantly different to the
OM alone. This factor also needs further testing under a real user as opposed to
simulated user evaluation.
Effects of frequency factor. The frequency factor when combined with the other
factors does not lead to significantly better performance than the factors without
frequency factor. This may be because the limited number of search iterations means
that the frequency weight has little impact. This result may be clearer when we run
further iterations of the experiment, or even under a real as opposed to simulated
user evaluation.
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2.2 Interactive interface
After proposing the four-factor user interaction model, we need an interactive inter-
face to deliver the model to users visually, so that the users will be able to manipulate
the model through the interface.
2.2.1 Literature Review on Interactive Interfaces for CBIR
One reason that CBIR is not yet widely applied is that most existing CBIR systems
are designed principally for evaluating search accuracy. Less attention has been paid
to designing interactive visual systems that support users in grasping how feedback
algorithms work and how they can be manipulated.
To improve the usability of CBIR systems and to make the CBIR system more
human-centric, the system should deliver a user-oriented search making the user
feel that they, rather than the system, are driving the search process. Bates (1990)
addressed two issues for search system design: “(1) the degree of user vs. system
involvement in the search, and (2) the size, or chunking, of activities; that is, how
much and what type of activity the user should be able to direct the system to do at
once.”
To investigate the first issue, we have developed an interactive relevance feedback
(RF) mechanism named four-factor user interaction model in Section 2.1.2, which
aims to improve the interaction between users and the content-based image retrieval
(CBIR) system and in turn users’ overall search experience. According to the results
of our simulated experiments, the model can improve the search accuracy in some
circumstances. However, we are not able to carry out user evaluation on the ease
of use and usefulness of the interactive functionalities without an interactive visual
search interface.
In terms of the second issue, White and Ruthven (2006) has also stated “When pro-
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viding new search functionality, system designers must decide how the new function-
ality should be offered to users. One major choice is between (a) offering automatic
features that require little human input but give little human control; or (b) interac-
tive features which allow human control over how the feature is used, but often give
little guidance over how the feature should be best used.” One question arises here
for our study: How should the functionalities be presented visually to the user by
the interface to enable users to directly control the model in an effective way?
A user interface for an Information Retrieval (IR) system normally includes two
parts: a query formulation part and a result presentation part (Marques and Furht
2002). Here we will review the related work and explain our motivation for resolving
the interaction issue (the degree of search control deployed to users and system) and
the design issue (the best way to deliver the framework functionalities to users
through interface) for the two parts.
When providing new search functionality, we should decide how the new function-
ality should be delivered to users (White and Ruthven 2006; Bates 1990). In this
section we investigate a number of search interfaces in order to explain why we have
developed the search interface in the way we did.
Flexible Image Retrieval Engine (FIRE) (Deselaers et al. 2005) is one tool that
allows users to provide non-relevant feedback from the result set. The research
in (Heesch and Ru¨ger 2003; Pickering and Ru¨ger 2003; Mu¨ller et al. 2000) also
usefully referred to the importance of providing both negative and positive examples
as feedback. In addition, from the results of our simulated experiments, we found
that limiting user’s selection of non-relevant feedback to the poorest matches in
the results list will improve search accuracy, but we realized this is not going to be
intuitive to users. Therefore, we are encouraged to design the system to enable users
to provide the negative examples from the worst matches in a natural way.
Urban et al. (2006) developed an image search system based on the Ostensive Model.
Like FIRE, this is a browsing based search system, which uses a dynamic tree view
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to display the query path and results, thus enabling users to re-use their previous
queries at a later stage. Whilst the query path functionality is useful, the user
display becomes overly crowded even after a relatively small number of iterations.
This limitation would become even more evident were the system to allow the user
to provide negative as well as positive examples. Why not then harness the benefits
of the query path functionality but in a search-based system, which separates query
and results and applies the linear display to both queries and results?
Later, Urban and Jose (2006a) presented another system—Effective Group Orga-
nization (EGO), which is a personalized image search and management tool that
allows the user to search and group the results. The user’s groupings are then used
to influence the outcome of the results of the next search iteration. This system
supports long-term user and search activity by capturing the user’s personalized
grouping history, allowing users to break and re-commence later without the need
to re-create their search groupings from scratch. From this study, we can see that
providing a personalized user search history can improve the interaction between
the system and users.
Hopfgartner et al. (2007) applied explicit and implicit feedback to a video retrieval
system. Their simulated user study results showed that combining implicit RF with
explicit RF may provide better search results than explicit RF by itself. We are
then encouraged to combine the implicit and explicit RF in our system.
In the following sections, we will present our proposed uInteract interface, which will
implement the ideas we have developed to overcome the shortcomings of the related
work. Table 2.1 shows how the related work maps to the features of the uInteract
interface (note that in this thesis we only compare the CBIR features and ignore the
textual search features). Moreover, we will describe how we developed the interface
to deliver our four-factor user interaction model.
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Feature Deselaers Urban Urban Hopfgartner uInteract
et al. et al. et al.(EGO) et al.
Search-based system No No Yes No Yes
Providing positive feedback Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Providing negative feedback Yes No No Yes Yes
Range of (non)relevant level No No No No Yes
Query history functionality No Yes No No Yes
Showing negative result No No No No Yes
Table 2.1: How the related work maps to the features of uInteract
2.2.2 The uInteract Interface
In our view, an appropriate interface is vital to allow our new interaction CBIR
framework to fully function because the interface is the communication platform
between the system and user. We will outline our developed interface and describe
how it underpins the four-factor interaction model.
Figure 2.4: The uInteract interface. Key: [1] The browsing based query images
where the initial query is selected; the initial query images go into [2] as a positive
query to start the search; users can score (integer 1-20, bigger is better) the selected
images in [3] with their preferences; [4] and [5] the search result shows the best
matches and worst matches to the query respectively; [6] a horizontal line divides
the two parts of the results visually; [7] negative query examples that users selected
from previous results; [8] positive query history records the positive queries that
were used previously; [9] negative query history records the negative queries from
the previous search.
The search interface (Figure 2.4) takes on a simple search-based grid style so that
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the user does not need to learn the new visual layout before they start a search.
Different colour backgrounds have been applied to the different panels which is
aimed at supporting user navigation and appreciation of the differences between the
panels. Each panel provides a different level of interaction to the user, where some of
the four factors are controlled indirectly and others more directly. Table 2.2 shows
how the interface supports each of the four factors (note: the numbers on the table
indicate the functionalities on the screen shot). The rest of this section describes
the features of those panels.
Factor Functionality
Relevance region Positive and negative feedback in [2] and [7]
Relevance level score in [3]
Time Positive and negative query history in [8] and [9]
Frequency Positive and negative query history in [8] and [9]
Table 2.2: Which parts of the interface support the four-factor user interaction
model
Query Image Browsing Panel (Region 1)
The query image panel is a browsing panel. The user browses the query panel
and selects one or more images from the provided query images as an initial query
image(s) prior to starting the search.
Positive Query Panel (Region 2)
The positive query panel contains images that the user considers are good positive
examples of what they are searching for. Users can provide as many images as they
want as positive queries. These images can be selected from the query images, the
search results or a combination of both. Users are also able to eliminate positive
examples by simply clicking on them.
After the user selects positive images, the system automatically gives their impor-
tance score by their display order. If the user is not happy with the default score,
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he can re-score the importance of the images by changing the number (integer 1-20,
bigger is better) in the text box underneath each image. This functionality delivers
the ‘relevance level’ factor. The intention of the design is to provide users an explicit
control of the importance level of the query image examples.
Negative Query Panel (Region 7)
The negative query panel has similar functionality to the positive query panel but
this time for negative queries. The only difference is that negative examples may only
be selected from the previous search results. The score of these negative example
images indicates the level of non-relevance (integer 1-20, bigger is worse).
In summary, both the positive and negative query panels deliver the ‘relevance
region’ factor, such as relevant and non-relevant region. The score of image examples
in both panels indicates the ‘relevance level’ factor—a scale of relevance and non-
relevance. Combining the findings in (Spink et al. 1998; Ruthven et al. 2003)
and (Pickering and Ru¨ger 2003; Mu¨ller et al. 2000), our hypothesis is that blending
the non-binary relevance level with both positive and negative regions will enhance
user interaction on the one hand and increase search accuracy on the other.
Results Panel (Regions 4 and 5)
Whereas a common linear display search system may display only the best matching
results, our system displays both the best and poorest matches. In our view, this
added functionality allows users to gain a better understanding of the data set they
are searching. By seeing both good and bad results, the user can gain a better
understanding of the data they are searching. Additionally, for experienced users,
the extreme results can aid their special search purposes, for instance, when a user
searches for two extremely different colour images, say one pink and one blue.
Furthermore, users can indicate positive examples from the good matches and nega-
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tive examples from the poorest matches by selecting them with a single mouse click.
The selected images will appear automatically in either the positive or negative query
panels. According to our simulated experimental results, taking the worst matches
as negative query examples outperforms the query example from good matches.
Therefore, we designed the interface to support the search mechanism by showing
the poorest as well as the best matches. Users will need some training in the way
that the interface works. We assume that the users will be able to search naturally
after a couple of search iterations although this functionality is not intuitive to start
with.
To aid navigation, we have inserted a horizontal line between the good and bad
results to clearly divide the two.
Positive History Panel (Region 8)
This is an important feature of our search system. This panel records the user’s
earlier positive queries used during previous search iterations. This enables the user
to go back and reuse a previous query if required. This might be needed, for instance,
if the user got lost during the search process.
In addition, this panel delivers two important factors to our four-factor user inter-
action model: Firstly, the ‘time’ factor which is computed by the Ostensive Model
and takes a search iteration as a time unit. Secondly, the ‘frequency’ factor that
judges the importance of an image by reference to how many time the image was
used as a query.
These two factors are fully controlled by the system, and all previous queries will be
taken into account in the final weighting scheme.
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Negative History Panel (Region 9)
This panel is similar to the positive history panel but instead records the negative
queries selected from each search iteration. The negative query history is introduced
together with the negative query as two of the new features of our search interface.
The introduction of query history functionality has been encouraged (Campbell
2000; Urban et al. 2006; Chen et al. 2000) and we would like to investigate the
effects on user interaction and search accuracy by adding the negative factor.
Summary of the uInteract interface
In summary, the key features of the proposed interface are:
(1) Users can provide both positive and negative examples to a search query, and
further expand or reformulate the query. This is a way to deliver the ‘relevance
region’ factor.
(2) By allowing the user to override the automatically generated score of positive
and negative query images, we are enabling the user to directly influence the im-
portance level of the feedback. The ‘relevance level’ factor is generated by the score
functionality.
(3) The display of the results in the interface takes a search-based linear display
format but with the addition of showing not only the best matches but also the
worst matches. This functionality aims to enable users to control the model directly
in a natural way.
(4) The query history not only provides users with the ability to reuse their previous
queries, but also enables them to expand future search queries by taking previous
queries into account. The positive and negative history panels together with the
current query feed the ‘time’ and ‘frequency’ factor of our four-factor user interaction
model.
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2.3 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a framework - uInteract, which includes a user inter-
action model and interactive interface.
In an effort to alleviate the limitations of current user interaction (UI) models and
to find a UI model to deliver a better interaction and search accuracy for CBIR, we
have proposed a new four-factor user interaction model (FFUIM) based on relevance
region, relevance level, time and frequency. We have also empirically investigated
different settings of the proposed model.
The following main observations have been made from the lab-based simulated ex-
periment results: (1) bringing the user into the loop will enhance CBIR; (2) allowing
both positive and negative feedback improves search performance; (3) combining the
relevance level and frequency factor with other factors may make the user interaction
model more usable and may improve the search accuracy.
We then developed an interactive visual interface. The interface is developed to
achieve two objectives: (a) to deliver an effective interactive CBIR framework, in
particular through a novel four-factor user interaction model, (b) to design the in-
teraction activities of the interface to enable users to directly control the model in
a natural way.
Overall, the development and investigation of the uInteract framework has answered
the research questions Q1 and Q2 in Section 1.7. Whilst the framework is developed
for our research purposes, we believe the factors in the model and functionalities on
the interface could be adapted to any content-based search framework.
In the next Chapters, we will test the ease of use and usefulness of the new search
functionalities through a user study.
Chapter 3
User Evaluation Methodology
In Chapter 2, we introduced the uInteract framework including a four-factor user
interaction model (FFUIM) and a interactive interface for delivering the FFUIM
visually. From this Chapter, we will start to evaluate the framework by a task-
based user study. This Chapter will introduce our user evaluation methodology.
Section 3.1 reviews the background of user evaluation methodology for interactive
search systems. Section 3.2 describes the evaluation setup for our user evaluations.
The evaluation procedure on how we organize the user evaluations is introduced in
Section 3.3. Section 3.4 and Section 3.5 state the main performance indicators, the
hypothesis to test, and the procedures for the quantitative results analysis of the
three evaluations. A summary of the Chapter is given in Section 3.6.
3.1 Background
To date, most of the evaluations of relevance feedback techniques for content-based
image retrieval are still system-oriented. For instance, the automatic pseudo or sim-
ulated user evaluation are applied on a standard benchmark (e.g. the Benchathlon
network (Ben ), ImageCLEF (Ima ) and TRECVID (Tre ) are currently online) with
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fixed queries, testing data and relevance judgement file, and the search results will
be measured by precision and recall (Rijsbergen 1979; Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto
1999) against the relevance judgement file.
However, searchers in real-life seek to optimize the entire search process, not just
results accuracy, thus, evaluation of output alone is not enough to explain searchers’
behaviour (Ja¨rvelin 2009; Lew et al. 2006). In particular, the provided relevance
judgement file is no longer suitable for the interactive search when users start to
indicate the more appropriate query examples from the result set by relevance feed-
back techniques. Users’ relevance assessment changes with the actual search pro-
cess, such as via learning from the results and reformulating their information needs.
Therefore, user-oriented evaluation is needed for evaluating the interactive relevance
feedback techniques by real, as opposed to simulated, users. Some researchers have
applied different types of user-oriented design to their studies (Ingwersen 1992; Bor-
lund and Ingwersen 1997; Jose et al. 1998; White et al. 2005; Urban and Jose
2006b).
3.2 User Evaluation Setup
We adapt the design of Urban and Jose (2006b) to our evaluation, which applies
natural life scenarios to formulate the tasks. The natural search scenario is aimed
at recreating tasks from an individual’s real life searching. This allows the users
to develop their own interpretation of the task and use their own judgement for
choosing relevant images. This way, we can study how information needs evolve and
what influence the interface has on their search and how users manage to adapt to
the search strategy that the model requires.
From our early simulated user evaluation results, we have got positive findings on
the effects of the relevance region factor, the effects of the four profiles of the Osten-
sive Model, the effects of the relevance level factor and the effects of the frequency
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factor. Therefore, we would like to find out how the effects of these factors and their
combinations are going to be under real users’ assessment.
In our user study, we have three focused evaluations: evaluation1 (E1) is to evalu-
ate the ease of use and usefulness of the functionalities on the uInteract interface;
evaluation2 (E2) is to evaluate the performance of the four profiles of the Ostensive
Model; evaluation3 (E3) is to evaluate the effectiveness of the different settings of
the four-factor user interaction model.
White and Morris (2007) find that users’ behaviours are different for querying, re-
sult clicking and post-query navigation when comparing search experts to common
users. To take their findings into account, we employ a total of 50 subjects1 for the
three focused evaluations. They are a mixture of males and females, undergraduate
and postgraduate students and academic staff from a variety of departments with
different ages and levels of image search experience. Subjects can be classified into
two categories - inexperienced or experienced - based on their image search expe-
rience. We consider that people are experienced subjects if they search images at
least once a week, and otherwise they are inexperienced subjects.
The 50 subjects were divided into three groups. 17, 16 and 17 subjects assigned
to E1, E2 and E3 respectively based on the minimum sample size (16) suggested
by the TREC interactive track (Dumais and Belkin 2005). In each evaluation,
the subjects attempted four different complexity levels of search tasks on the four
systems randomly in a random order (limited to five minutes for each task) and
provided feedback on their search experiences through questionnaires and comments
made during informal interviews. The detailed setups of the three evaluations will
be described in the next chapters. The evaluation systems are different for different
evaluations.
The data is collected by means of questionnaires, informal interviews, actual search
results of every task and screen captures for the evaluation with video and audio
1We will call users “subjects” in Chapter3, Chapter4, Chapter5 and Chapter6.
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input. The questionnaires use five point Likert scales, and include entry question-
naire, post-search questionnaire, and exit questionnaire. The entry questionnaire
is used to find out the subjects’ age, background, experience on searching images
and expectations on image search tools. The information can be used to classify
different subjects’ profiles based on age or image search experience. The post-search
questionnaire is to assess the task they have just performed, and that system and
search results. The information will show subjects’ opinion on an individual task,
system and search experience. The exit questionnaire is to compare the four tasks,
underlying systems and search results that the subjects have just processed. The
information will show subjects’ general opinion on the evaluation. The informal
interview happens during the search process and after completing the evaluation, to
get users’ feedback on the tasks, systems and search experiences, which they have
not be able to provide in the questionnaires. We will be able to extract the search
accuracy from subjects’ actual search results of the completed tasks. The screen
capture with video and audio input will provide rich user interaction data for our
qualitative data analysis on finding person profiles.
We will use the data from questionnaires and actual search results for quantita-
tive analysis, and use the data from screen capture and information interview for
qualitative analysis.
3.3 User Evaluation Procedure
The evaluation procedure for each subject is as follows:
• an introduction to the purpose of the evaluation;
• an entry questionnaire;
• a hand out of pre-ordered written instructions for four tasks and four pre-
ordered post-search questionnaires (the order is random, so everybody might
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get different combination of tasks and systems, and also test the systems in a
different order);
• a training session on the systems with which the subject were to test and how
to read the task instructions and how to complete the questionnaires;
• the first search session in which the subject interacted with the first system in
the order and its matched task;
• a post-search questionnaire;
• the second search session in which the subject interacted with the second
system in the order and its matched task;
• a post-search questionnaire;
• the third search session in which the subject interacted with the third system
in the order and its matched task;
• a post-search questionnaire;
• the fourth search session in which the subject interacted with the fourth system
in the order and its combined task;
• a post-search questionnaire;
• an exit questionnaire;
• an informal interview;
• the whole process was recorded by screen capture with video and audio input.
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3.4 Main Performance Indicators and Hypothesis
of Quantitative Analysis
The main performance indicators of the qualitative data are generated from the
questionnaires (please refer to Appendix A and Appendix B) and actual search
results. The main indicators of E1, E2 and E3 are listed in Table 3.1.
In order to answer the research questions Q1.1, Q1.2, Q1.3, Q2.1 and Q2.2 addressed
in Section 1.7, we propose nine hypotheses and test them by a quantitative data
analysis. The nine hypotheses are:
• Hypothesis1: Task Order and System Order will affect the performance indi-
cators (8-33) provided by subjects because of familiarity or fatigue;
• Hypothesis2: System will affect the performance indicators (8-33);
• Hypothesis3: Task will affect the performance indicators (8-33) provided by
subjects because of different complexity levels;
• Hypothesis4: The interaction between Task and System will influence the
scores of the performance indicators (8-33);
• Hypothesis5: Person will affect the performance indicators (8-33), based on
individual differences;
• Hypothesis6: The subjects’ Age and prior Image Search Experience of the
subjects will affect subjects’ opinion of the overall search experience (8-21);
• Hypothesis7: The subjects’ Age and prior Image Search Experience of the
subjects will have effects on the subjects’ opinion on the functionalities of the
interfaces (22-33);
• Hypothesis8: System and Task will have an impact on Precision of the search
results (34);
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Table 3.1: The main performance indicators from the three evaluations for qualita-
tive data analysis
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• Hypothesis9: System and Task will have an impact on Recall of the search
results (35).
3.5 Quantitative Data Analysis Procedure
The qualitative data analysis was supported by the use of statistical software, namely
Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS). The procedure adopted for the quali-
tative data analysis was as follows:
1. Identify precision value and recall for the 12 tasks preformed by 50 subjects;
• Get result images:
We firstly get the union (
⋃
) of result images of one task from all the
result images selected by all of the subjects who did this task. Then we
do the same to the other 11 tasks (4 tasks in each evaluation) to get 12
result images union sets;
• Get independent raters to rate the result images:
We ask 5 independent raters to rate all images in the 12 result union sets
with 1 to 5 scales (5 is the most relevant). The raters give a relevance
value (between 1 and 5) to every image in a union result set of a task,
and the rater will do the same to the result images of the other 11 tasks.
We test the reliability of the raters’ rating value of all the images for the
12 tasks by Cronbach’s Alpha statistical test according to a reliability
of 0.70 or higher in SPSS, and find the reliability for all of the 12 tasks
across the three evaluations;
• Get the precision value:
The precision value for each result image is the mean rating value provided
by the five raters to the image with 1 to 5 scales. The precision value of
a task is the mean precision value of all the result images of the task;
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• Get the recall value:
The recall of a task is the number of images selected by a subject to the
result for completing the task;
2. Obtain the figures for the performance indicators listed in Table 3.1 from the
questionnaires and the actual search results for the three focused evaluations,
and test the nine hypothesis we intended to investigate in Section 3.4 by fac-
torial ANOVA statistical tests;
3. Analyze the testing results we obtained from the ANOVA test.
3.6 Summary
This Chapter has described our user study methodology and quantitative data anal-
ysis methodology. The setup and results of the qualitative data analysis for three
focused evaluations will be reported in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, respec-
tively.
Chapter 4
Evaluation of the Effects of the
uInteract Interface
In Chapter 3, we described our user evaluation methodology and quantitative data
analysis methodology for the three focused evaluations. This Chapter will report
the setup (Section 4.1) and results (Section 4.2) of evaluation 1 (E1). The goal of
E1 is to test whether users find the uInteract interface is useful and easy to use.
Section 4.3 summarizes the Chapter.
4.1 Evaluation Setup
Seventeen subjects participated in E1. They were asked to complete four search
tasks on four interfaces in a random order, and provide feedback on their search
experiences through questionnaires and comments made during informal interviews.
The tasks were designed at different complexity levels. The task descriptions and
questionnaires of this evaluation are provided in Appendix A.
The complexity level of each task in E1 is reflected by the task description. Task1
(T1) provides both search topic and example images, so we consider it the easiest
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Figure 4.1: E1 Interface1 (I1)
task in term of the“easiness”of formulating the query and identifying the information
need. Task2 (T2) gives example images without a topic description, so we consider
it harder than T1. Task3 (T3) has only a topic but no image examples, which is
even harder than T2. Task4 (T4) describes a broad search scenario without any
specific topic and image examples, so it is the hardest task in our view.
We created four testing systems. System1 (I1) (Figure 4.1) has a typical Relevance
Feedback (RF) interface, where users are allowed to give positive feedback from
search results through a simplified interface. System2 (I2) (Figure 4.2) - an inter-
face based on Urban et al. (2006) Ostensive Model, provides positive query history
functionality which is an addition to I1. System3 (I3) (Figure 4.3) - an interface
based on Ruthven et al. (2003) interaction model, enhances I2 by adding partial rel-
evance (we call it importance score here) functionality on the interface. System4
(I4) (Figure 4.4) is the uInteract interface that we proposed in Section 2.2.2 based
on our four-factor user interaction model.
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Figure 4.2: E1 Interface2 (I2)
4.2 Evaluation Results and Analysis
The following results were obtained by applying ANOVA analysis (with α = 0.05)
on the experimental results in terms of the main performance indicators (introduced
in Table 3.1). We have broken down our main goal of this evaluation into nine
hypotheses in Section 3.4. The analysis will focus on the individual hypotheses.
Only statistically significant results will be listed.
Hypothesis1: Task Order and System Order will affect the performance
indicators (8-33) provided by subjects because of familiarity or fatigue.
The factorial ANOVA results showed that Task Order and System Order did not
significantly affect the scores provided by subjects on all the performance indicators.
Nor was there a significant interaction between the effects of Task Order and System
Order on any of the performance indicators neither.
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Figure 4.3: E1 Interface3 (I3)
Figure 4.4: E1 Interface4 (I4)
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Hypothesis2: System will affect the performance indicators (8-33).
The factorial ANOVA results showed that System had no significant effects on any
of the performance indicators.
Hypothesis3: Task will affect the performance indicators (8-33) provided
by subjects because of different complexity levels.
The factorial ANOVA results showed that Task significantly impinged on the fol-
lowing performance indicators (Figure 4.5):
(a) E1 Task General Feeling (b) E1 Task General Performance
(c) E1 System General Feeling (d) E1 System Satisfaction
(e) E1 Feel In Control (f) E1 Feel Comfortable
Figure 4.5: E1: Effects of Task on performance indicators (8-33)
• Task General Feeling [F(3,61)=2.63, p=0.013] (Figure 4.5(a)). The pair-
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wise comparison analysis revealed that the subjects performing T2 (p=0.002)
and T3 (p=0.019) gave higher scores on the Task General Feeling than the
hardest task (T4).
• Task General Performance [F(3,61)=3.25, p=0.019] (Figure 4.5(b)).
The pairwise comparison analysis revealed that the subjects performing T2
(p=0.009) and T3 (p=0.023) gave higher scores on the Task General Perfor-
mance than the hardest task (T4). However, the easiest task (T1) performed
worse than a harder task (T2) (p=0.033).
• System General Feeling [F(3,61)=4.88, p=0.004] (Figure 4.5(c)). The
pairwise comparison analysis revealed that when subjects performed T2 (p=0.004)
and T3 (p=0.010), they tended to gave higher scores on System General Feel-
ing than the hardest task (T4). However, when the subjects performed the
easiest task (T1), they gave lower scores than when they performed two harder
tasks T2 (p=0.009) and T3 (p=0.022).
• System Satisfaction [F(3,61)=5.04, p=0.003] (Figure 4.5(d)). The pair-
wise comparison analysis revealed that the subjects were more satisfied with
the system when they performed T2 (p=0.000) and T3 (p=0.026) than the
hardest task (T4). However, the subjects were more satisfied with the system
when they performed a harder task (T2) than the easiest task (T1) (p=0.014).
• Feel In Control [F(3,61)=4.56, p=0.006] (Figure 4.5(e)). The pairwise
comparison analysis revealed that the subjects felt more in control on complet-
ing the tasks when they performed easier task (T2) (p=0.003) than the hardest
task (T4). However, the subjects felt more in control when they performed a
harder task (T2) (p=0.014) than the easiest task (T1).
• Feel Comfortable [F(3,61)=2.96, p=0.039] (Figure 4.5(f)). The pairwise
comparison analysis revealed that the subjects felt more comfortable using the
systems when they performed a harder task (T2) than the easiest task (T1)
(p=0.005).
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In summary, Figure 4.5 shows that the subjects tend to give higher scores to the
performance indicators when they perform easier tasks, such as T2 and T3. In most
cases, the subjects’ perception of task difficulty is not the same as the difficulty level
we had intended. They agree that T4 is the hardest task, and T3 is harder than
T2. However, they think T2 and T3 are easier than T1, although based on the task
description T1 is regarded as the easiest task because T1 has both text and image
description. This may be because: first the colour of the three initial query image
examples given in T1 is more complex than in T2; second the task description of T1
is actually more constraining while they can interpret T2 more freely.
Hypothesis4: The interaction between Task and System will influence
the scores of the performance indicators (8-33).
System Novelty E1T1 E1T2 E1T3 E1T4
E1I1 3.5 2.4 5 3.75
E1I2 4.25 4 3.75 3.2
E1I3 4.2 4 3.75 3.5
E1I4 3.75 4.25 4 4.25
Table 4.1: E1: Effects of the interaction between Task and System on performance
indicators (8-33)
The factorial ANOVA results showed there was no significant interaction between
the effects of Task and System on most performance indicators. However, there was
a significant interaction between Task and System on the scores of System Novelty
[F(9,52) = 3.49, p = 0.002], although the pairwise interaction comparison analysis
did not reveal any significant difference. The interaction scores between Task and
System are shown in Table 4.1.
Hypothesis5: Person will affect the performance indicators (8-33), based
on individual differences.
The factorial ANOVA results showed that the differences between individual users
(Person) significantly affected their scores on most performance indicators. The
affected indicators were:
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• Next Action, F(16,45)=4.33, p=0.000;
• Have Initial Idea, F(16,45)=2.40, p=0.011;
• System Novelty, F(16,45)=7.65, p=0.000;
• Feel In Control, F(16,45)=2.89, p=0.003;
• Feel Comfortable, F(16,45)=3.41, p=0.001;
• Know Collection, F(16,45)=2.45, p=0.009;
• Search In Natural Way, F(16,45)=10.34, p=0.000.
From the above results we can see that Person is another important factor which
affects many performance indicators. However, the results do not show how Person
affects these indicators. White and Morris (2007) find that the behaviour is different
between search experts and common users. Thus, we wonder whether the subjects’
image search experience is a key factor of the effects? Further, will the subjects’
age be a key factor? In an effort to find how Person influences the performance
indicators, we take the age and image search experience into account in the following
investigation on the Person factor.
Hypothesis6: The subjects’ Age and prior Image Search Experience of
the subjects will affect subjects’ opinion of the overall search experience
(8-21).
The factorial ANOVA with covariate results showed that Age and Image Search
Experience significantly affected following performance indicators:
• Result Satisfaction. Age affected Result Satisfaction [F(1,64) = 5.06, p =
0.028]. Image Search Experience also affected Result Satisfaction [F(1,64) =
5.93, p = 0.018], and so did their interaction [F(1,64) = 5.85, p = 0.018]. The
resultant equations1 (Dowdy et al. 2004; Calder 1996) were: for inexperienced
people, Result Satisfaction2 = 6.882 - 0.130*Age - 2.952*1 + 0.122*1*Age
1The regression equations is derived from the ANOVA results (Dowdy et al. 2004)
2In this regression equation, ResultSatisfaction is the score that we want to predict, 6.882 is
the intercept B value (regression coefficient) from ANOVA results which is the point at which the
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=3.930 - 0.008*Age; for experienced people, Result Satisfaction3 = 6.882 -
0.130*Age - 2.952*2 + 0.122*2*Age = 0.978 + 0.114*Age. In other words, for
the inexperienced people, the scores were estimated to decrease by 0.008 per
year as the age increased; for the experienced people, the scores were estimated
to increase by 0.114 per year as the age increased.
• Matched Initial Idea. Age affected Matched Initial Idea [F(1,64) = 5.10, p
= 0.027]. Image Search Experience also affected Matched Initial Idea [F(1,64)
= 5.85, p = 0.018], and so did their interaction [F(1,64) = 5.52, p = 0.022].
The resultant equations were: for inexperienced people, Matched Initial Idea
= 6.671 - 0.125*Age - 2.796*1 + 0.113*1*Age =3.875 - 0.012*Age; for experi-
enced people, Matched Initial Idea = 6.671 - 0.125*Age - 2.796*2 + 0.113*2*Age
= 1.079 + 0.101*Age. In other words, for the inexperienced people, the scores
were estimated to decrease by 0.012 per year as the age increased; for the
experienced people, the scores were estimated to increase by 0.101 per year as
the age increased.
• Feel In Control. Age affected Feel In Control [F(1,64) = 4.13, p = 0.046].
Image Search Experience also affected Feel In Control [F(1,64) = 5.00, p =
0.029], and so did their interaction [F(1,64) = 6.59, p = 0.013]. The resultant
equations were: for inexperienced people, Feel In Control = 6.241 - 0.136*Age
- 3.122*1 + 0.149*1*Age = 3.119 + 0.013*Age; for experienced people, Feel In
Control = 6.241 - 0.136*Age - 3.122*2 + 0.149*2*Age = -0.003 + 0.162*Age.
In other words, for the inexperienced people, the scores were estimated to
increase by 0.013 per year as the age increased; for the experienced people, the
scores were estimated to increase by 0.162 per year as the age increased.
regression line cuts the Y axis, −0.130 is the B value of Age from ANOVA results which is the
slope or the gradient of the line of Age, −2.952 is the B value of Image Search Experience from
ANOVA results which is the slope of the line of Image Search Experience, 1 is the real value to
indicate that a user is inexperienced, 0.122 is the B value of interaction between Age and Image
Search Experience (Age*Image Search Experience) which is the slope of the line of Age*Image
Search Experience.
3This regression equation is similar with the equation above. The only one difference is that 2
is the real value to indicate that a user is experience.
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• Feel Comfortable. The equation for predicting Feel Comfortable was: Feel
Comfortable = 1.595 + 0.033*Age + 0.785*Image Search Experience. Age
affected Feel Comfortable [F(1,65) = 4.04, p = 0.049]: the scores of Feel Com-
fortable increased by 0.033 per year increase in age. Image Search Experience
also affected Feel Comfortable [F(1,65) = 10.16, p = 0.02]: if the subjects had
higher level of image search experience, then their scores of Feel Comfortable
were, on average, 0.785 higher.
• System Satisfaction. Age affected System Satisfaction [F(1,65) = 5.92, p =
0.018]: the System Satisfaction scores were estimated to increase by 0.035 per
year increase in age.
• Know Collection. Age affected subjects’ opinions on Know Collection [F(1,65)
= 9.02, p = 0.004]: the scores increased by 0.050 per year increase in age.
Hypothesis7: The subjects’ Age and prior Image Search Experience of the
subjects will have effects on the subjects’ opinion on the functionalities
of the interfaces (22-33).
The one-way ANOVA results showed that the Image Search Experience of the sub-
jects also significantly influenced the opinions on Query History Useful [F(1,15) =
7.67, p = 0.014], and N Query Easy To Use [F(1,15) = 8.06, p = 0.012]. The expe-
rienced subjects gave higher scores to these indicators than inexperienced subjects.
Simple effects of different Age were not significant, indicating that the subjects had
the same opinion about the new functionalities regardless of the difference in age.
Hypothesis8: System and Task will have an impact on Precision of the
search results (34).
The factorial ANOVA results in Figure 4.6 showed that Task significantly impinged
the Precision (the precision calculation procedure is in Section 3.5) of the actual
image search results [F(3,61) = 2.94, p = 0.040]. The pairwise comparison analysis
revealed that the Precisions of T2 (p=0.010) and T3 (p=0.025) were higher than
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Figure 4.6: E1: Effects of the Task on Precision
the hardest task (T4). There were no significant differences between the Precision
of the search results for different systems.
Hypothesis9: System and Task will have an impact on Recall of the search
results (35).
Recall E1T1 E1T2 E1T3 E1T4
E1I1 4.75 2 3 2.75
E1I2 3.75 2 3 4
E1I3 2 2 3 6
E1I4 3.75 2 3.4 3.5
Table 4.2: E1: Effects of the Task and System on Recall
The factorial ANOVA results showed that Task significantly impinged the Recall of
the actual image search results [F(3,52) = 5.99, p = 0.001]. The pairwise comparison
analysis revealed that the Recall of T1 (p=0.003), T3 (p=0.035) and T4 (p=0.000)
were higher than the Recall of T2. This is because we limited the number of result
images in each task description, and the number of result images in T1, T3 and T4
was higher than the number in T2. There were no significant differences between
the Recall of the search results for different systems.
There was a significant interaction between Task and System on Recall [F(9,52) =
2.13, p = 0.043]. The interaction scores between Task and System are shown in
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Table 4.2.
4.3 Summary
In this Chapter, we reported the evaluation setup for evaluating the ease of use and
usefulness of the uInteract system (E1), and the results obtained from the ANOVA
analysis (with α = 0.05) on the main performance indicators based on the nine
hypotheses, corresponding to the research questions Q2.1 and Q2.2 addressed in
Section 1.7.
We summarize the quantitative analysis results of E1 based on the nine hypotheses
as below (Table 6.4):
• Hypothesis1 is not supported because System Order and Task Order do not
affect the performance indicators at all. This implies the familiarity or fatigue
with the task and the system does not make a difference to the subjects’ scores
on the indicators.
• Hypothesis2 is not supported because System does not influence the perfor-
mance indicators at all, meaning there are no significant differences between
different systems.
• Hypothesis3 is partially supported because Task has a strong impact on most
performance indicators, meaning the complexity level of a task does affect the
subjects’ opinions related to the performance indicates.
• Hypothesis4 is partially supported because the interaction between Task and
System significantly affect the scores of System Novelty, although there is no
significant impact from System only.
• Hypothesis5 is partially supported because Person affects most performance
indicators, implying different individuals have very different preferences.
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• Hypothesis6 is partially supported because Age and Image Search Experience
and their interaction significantly affect the subjects’ opinions on most perfor-
mance indicators.
• Hypothesis7 is partially supported because the experienced subjects give higher
scores on Query History Useful and N Query Easy To Use than inexperienced
subjects.
• Hypothesis8 is partially supported because Task significantly affects the Preci-
sion of the search results, although there is no significant impact from System
and the interaction between Task and System.
• Hypothesis9 is partially supported because Task and the interaction between
Task and System significantly affect the Recall of the search results although
there are no significant differences between systems.
All in all, we conclude the Chapter by summarizing key results for three main
aspects: system, task and users. (1) It is difficult to identify the effects of the
uInteract interface because Task and Person factors strongly impinge on the scores
of the performance indicators (related to Q2.1). (2) Task strongly influences the
performance indicators. One interesting observation from our analysis of the results
is that the subjects tend to give higher scores to the performance indicators when
they perform easier tasks. In most cases, the subjects’ perception of task difficulty
is not the same as the difficulty level we had intended. They agree that T4 is
the hardest task, and T3 is harder than T2. However, they think the T2 is easier
than T1 although the description the T1 is more comprehensive. (3) Person is
a very important factor which affects most performance indicators. There is clear
evidence that subjects with different Age and Image Search Experience have different
preferences on the interactive interfaces. The trend is that the subjects tend to be
more satisfied with the system and understand the quality of the data collection
better and feel more comfortable to use the system, with the increase in age. For
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the inexperienced subjects, their satisfaction with the search results and agreement
on matching their initial idea tend to decrease as the age increases. However, for
the experienced subjects, the scores tend to increase with the increase in age. It
is also observed on Feeling In Control that for both experienced and inexperienced
subjects, the scores tend to increase with the increase in age (related to Q2.2).
Chapter 5
Evaluation of the Effects of the
Four Profiles of the OM
In Chapter 4, we reported the first focused evaluation (E1) setup and results on the
ease of use and usefulness of the interactive uInteract interface. This Chapter will
report the second focused evaluation (E2) on the effects of the four profiles of the
Ostensive Model (OM). The goal of E2 is to test the performance of the four profiles
of the Ostensive Model and whether users find the uInteract interface useful.
Section 5.1 reports the evaluation setup of E2. Section 5.2 reports the evaluation
results of E2. The final findings will be stated in Section 5.3.
5.1 Evaluation Setup
Sixteen subjects participated in E2. They were asked to complete four search tasks
on four systems in a random order, and provide feedback on their search experiences
through questionnaires and comments made during informal interviews. The tasks
were designed at different complexity levels. The task descriptions and question-
naires of this evaluation are provided in Appendix B.
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The four tasks in E2 use the same description structure with both specific verbal
search topic and three example images. The complexity level of each task is based
on the search accuracy of the query images of the tasks from the lab-based simulated
experimental results. The mean average precision (MAP) of task1 (T1), task2 (T2),
task3 (T2) and task4 (T4) is 0.2420, 0.0872, 0.0294, 0.0098 respectively. We consider
T1 is the easiest task with the highest precision, followed by T2, T3. T4 has lowest
precision, thus we take it as the hardest task.
We created four testing systems1. System1 (OM1) applies the increasing profile of
the Ostensive Model delivered by the uInteract interface. System2 (OM2) applies
the decreasing profile of the Ostensive Model delivered by the uInteract interface.
System3 (OM3) applies the flat profile of the Ostensive Model delivered by the
uInteract interface. System4 (OM4) applies the current profile of the Ostensive
Model delivered by the uInteract interface.
5.2 Evaluation Results and Analysis
The following results were obtained by applying ANOVA analysis (with α = 0.05)
on the experimental results in terms of the main performance indicators (introduced
in Table 3.1). We have broken down our main goal of this evaluation into nine hy-
potheses in Section 3.4. The result analysis will focus on the individual hypotheses.
Only statistically significant results will be listed.
Hypothesis1: Task Order and System Order will affect the performance
indicators (8-33) provided by subjects because of familiarity or fatigue.
The factorial ANOVA results showed that Task Order and System Order did not
significantly affect the scores provided by subjects on all the performance indicators.
There was no significant interaction between the effects of Task Order and System
Order on all the performance indicators either.
1The four systems are delivered by the uInteract interface (Figure 2.4).
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Hypothesis2: System will affect the performance indicators (8-33).
The factorial ANOVA results showed that Systems had no significant effects on any
of the performance indicators.
Hypothesis3: Task will affect the performance indicators (8-33) provided
by subjects because of different complexity levels.
The factorial ANOVA results showed that the tasks with different complexity levels
significantly impinged on the following performance indicators (Figure 5.1):
(a) E2 Task General Feeling (b) E2 Task General Performance
(c) E2 Next Action (d) E2 Result Satisfaction
(e) E2 System General Feeling (f) E2 System Satisfaction
Figure 5.1: E2: Effects of Task on performance indicators (8-33)
• Task General Feeling [F(3,57)=3.94, p=0.013] (Figure 5.1(a). The pair-
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wise comparison analysis revealed that the subjects performing the two easier
tasks T1 (p=0.014) and T2 (p=0.002) gave higher scores on Task General
Feeling than a harder task (T3). However, Task General Feeling scores of T3
were lower than the hardest task (T4) (p=0.025).
• Task General Performance [F(3,57)=5.79, p=0.002] (Figure 5.1(b)).
The pairwise comparison analysis revealed that the subjects performing the
two easier tasks T1 (p=0.001) and T2 (p=0.001) gave higher scores on Task
General Performance than a harder task (T3). However, the T3 performed
worse than the hardest task (T4) (p=0.014).
• Next Action [F(3,26)=3.19, p=0.040] (Figure 5.1(c)). The pairwise com-
parison analysis revealed that the subjects knew better what to do next when
they performed the easiest task (T1) than a harder task (T3) (p=0.010).
• Result Satisfaction [F(3,57)=5.48, p=0.002] (Figure 5.1(d)). The pair-
wise comparison analysis revealed that the subjects felt more satisfied on the
search results when they performed two easier tasks T1 (p=0.000) and T2
(p=0.003)than a harder task (T3). However, the subjects felt less satisfied
with the search results when they perform T3 than the hardest task (T4)
(p=0.005).
• System General Feeling [F(3,57)=3.54, p=0.020] (Figure 5.1(e)). The
pairwise comparison analysis revealed that when subjects performed the easiest
task T1, they tended to gave higher scores on System General Feeling than
two harder tasks T2 (p=0.025) and T3 (p=0.003).
• System Satisfaction [F(3,57)=4.66, p=0.006] (Figure 5.1(f)). The pair-
wise comparison analysis revealed that the subjects were more satisfied with
the system when they performed two easier tasks T1 (p=0.001) and T2 (p=0.034)
than a harder task (T3). However, the subjects were more satisfied with the
system when they performed the hardest task (T4) than T3 (p=0.008).
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In summary, Figure 5.1 shows that the subjects tend to give higher scores to the
performance indicators when they perform easier tasks, such as T1 and T2. In most
cases, the subjects’ perception of task difficulty is not the same as the difficulty level
we had intended. They agree T3 is harder than T1 and T2. However, they think
that the hardest task (T4) is easier than T3 although the precision of the T3 is higher
than the precision of T4 from our previous lab-based simulated experiment results.
This may be because: first the colour of the three initial query image examples given
in T3 is more complex than in T4, which makes the colour-based search difficult;
second the given verbal search topic of T4 is easier to form a clear search goal than
the topic of T3.
Hypothesis4: The interaction between Task and System will influence
the scores of the performance indicators (8-33).
Search In Natural Way E2T1 E2T2 E2T3 E2T4
E2OM1 2.5 3.25 3.25 3.5
E2OM2 3.75 3.25 3.75 3.25
E2OM3 4.25 4.5 3.25 2.75
E2OM4 4 2.75 3 3.5
Table 5.1: E2: Effects of the interaction between Task and System on performance
indicators (8-33)
The factorial ANOVA results showed that there was no significant interaction be-
tween the effects of Task and System on most performance indicators. However,
there was a significant interaction between Task and System on Search In Natural
Way [F(9,48) = 2.34, p = 0.028], although the pairwise interaction comparison anal-
ysis did not reveal any significant difference. The interaction scores between Task
and System are shown in Table 5.1.
Hypothesis5: Person will affect the performance indicators (8-33), based
on individual differences.
The factorial ANOVA results showed that the differences between individual users
(Person) significantly affected their scores on most performance indicators. The
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affected indicators were:
• Task General Feeling, F(15,42)=2.99, P=0.003;
• Enough Time, F(15,42)=2.85, P=0.004;
• Result Satisfaction, F(15,42)=2.54, P=0.009;
• Have Initial Idea, F(15,42)=2.16, p=0.025;
• Matched Initial Idea, F(15,42)=2.24, p=0.020;
• System General Feeling, F(15,42)=4.28, p=0.000;
• System Novelty, F(15,42)=7.79, p=0.000;
• Feel In Control, F(15,42)=2.54, p=0.009;
• Feel Comfortable, F(15,42)=5.41, p=0.000;
• Query History Easy To Use, F(15,42)=4.2, p=0.000;
• Query History Useful, F(15,42)=5.42, p=0.000;
• Query History Useful Here, F(15,42)=2.27, p=0.019;
• PQ Scoring Easy To Use, F(15,42)=3.63, p=0.000;
• PQ Scoring Useful, F(15,42)=4.65, p=0.000;
• PQ Scoring Useful Here, F(15,42)=3.07, p=0.002;
• N Query Easy To Use, F(15,42)=8.29, p=0.000;
• N Query Useful, F(15,42)=7.83, p=0.000;
• N Query Useful Here, F(15,42)=2.58, p=0.008;
• N Result Useful, F(15,42)=11.40, p=0.000;
• N Result Useful Here, F(15,42)=3.27, p=0.001;
• N Scoring As Useful As P Scoring, F(15,42)=2.43, p=0.012;
• System Satisfaction, F(15,42)=3.52, p=0.001;
• Know Collection, F(15,42)=7.03, p=0.000;
• Search In Natural Way, F(15,42)=3.92, p=0.000.
Thus, we could see that Person was another important factor which affected almost
all of the performance indicators. Like we did in E1, we also took the subjects’
age and image search experience into account in the following investigation on the
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Person factor.
Hypothesis6: The subjects’ Age and prior Image Search Experience of
the subjects will affect subjects’ opinion of the overall search experience
(8-21).
The factorial ANOVA with covariate results showed that Age and Image Search
Experience significantly affected the following performance indicators:
• Task General Performance. The interaction between Age and Image Search
Experience affected the scores of Task General Performance [F(1,60) = 4.30,
p = 0.042]. The resultant equations were: for inexperienced people, Task
General Performance = 6.978 - 0.119*Age - 2.722*1 + 0.110*1*Age = 4.265
- 0.009*Age; for experienced people, Task General Performance = 6.978 -
0.119*Age - 2.722*2 + 0.110*2*Age = 1.543 + 0.101*Age. In other words, for
the inexperienced people, the scores were estimated to decrease by 0.009 per
year as the age increased; for the experienced people, the scores were estimated
to increase by 0.101 per year as the age increased.
• Enough Time. Image Search Experience affected Enough Time [F(1,60) =
5.62, p = 0.021]. The interaction between Image Search Experience and Age
also affected Enough Time [F(1,60) = 4.59, p = 0.036]. The resultant equations
were: for inexperienced people, Enough Time = 7.682 - 0.118*Age - 3.497*1
+ 0.120*1*Age = 4.185 + 0.002*Age; for experienced people, Enough Time
= 7.682 - 0.118*Age - 3.497*2 + 0.120*2*Age = 0.688 + 0.122*Age. In other
words, for the inexperienced people, the scores were estimated to increase by
0.002 per year as the age increased; for the experienced people, the scores were
estimated to increase by 0.122 per year as the age increased.
• Next Action. Image Search Experience affected Next Action [F(1,59) = 4.05,
p = 0.049]. The interaction between Image Search Experience and Age also
affected Next Action [F(1,59) = 4.19, p = 0.045]. The resultant equations
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were: for inexperienced people, Next Action = 6.956 - 0.124*Age - 2.750*1
+ 0.106*1*Age = 4.206 - 0.018*Age; for experienced people, Next Action =
6.956 - 0.124*Age - 2.750*2 + 0.106*2*Age = 1.456 - 0.538*Age. In other
words, for the inexperienced people, the scores were estimated to decrease by
0.018 per year as the age increased; for the experienced people, the scores were
estimated to decrease by 0.538 per year as the age increased.
• Feel Comfortable. Age affected Feel Comfortable [F(1,60) = 15.64, p =
0.000]. Image Search Experience also affected Feel Comfortable [F(1,60) =
16.11, p = 0.000], and so did their interaction (F(1,60)=18.07, p=0.000). The
resultant equations were: for inexperienced people, Feel Comfortable = 8.806
- 0.209*Age - 4.217*1 + 0.170*1*Age = 4.589 - 0.039*Age; for experienced
people, Feel Comfortable = 8.806 - 0.209*Age - 4.217*2 + 0.170*2*Age =
0.372 + 0.131*Age. In other words, for the inexperienced people, the scores
were estimated to decrease by 0.039 per year as the age increased; for the
experienced people, the scores were estimated to increase by 0.131 per year as
the age increased.
• Search In Natural Way. Image Search Experience affected Search In Nat-
ural Way [F(1,60) = 5.18, p = 0.026]. The interaction between Image Search
Experience and Age also affected Search In Natural Way [F(1,60) = 6.27, p
= 0.015]. The resultant equations were: for inexperienced people, Search In
Natural Way = 6.191 - 0.122*Age - 2.891*1 + 0.121*1*Age = 3.3 - 0.001*Age;
for experienced people, Search In Natural Way = 6.191 - 0.122*Age - 2.891*2
+ 0.121*2*Age = 0.409 + 0.12*Age. In other words, for the inexperienced
people, the scores were estimated to decrease by 0.001 per year as the age
increased; for the experienced people, the scores were estimated to increase by
0.12 per year as the age increased.
Hypothesis7: The subjects’ Age and prior Image Search Experience of the
subjects will have effects on the subjects’ opinion on the functionalities
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of the interfaces (22-33).
The factorial ANOVA with covariate results showed that Age and Image Search
Experience significantly impinged on the following performance indicators:
• Query History Easy To Use. Image Search Experience affected Query
History Easy To Use [F(1,61) = 9.64, p = 0.003]: if people had a higher level
of image search experience then their scores on Query History Easy To Use
were, on average, 0.565 higher.
• Query History Useful. Age affected Query History Useful [F(1,60) = 8.14, p
= 0.006], Image Search Experience also affected Query History Useful [F(1,60)
= 5.11, p = 0.027], and so did their interaction [F(1,60) = 8,21, p = 0.006].
The resultant equations were: for inexperienced people, Query History Use-
ful = 7.406 - 0.148*Age - 3.705*1 + 0.141*1*Age = 3.701 - 0.007*Age; for
experienced people, Query History Useful = 7.406 - 0.148*Age - 3.705*2 +
0.141*2*Age = -0.004 + 0.134*Age. In other words, for the inexperienced
people, the scores were estimated to decrease by 0.007 per year as the age
increased; for the experienced people, the scores were estimated to increase by
0.134 per year as the age increased.
• PQ Scoring Easy To Use. Image Search Experience affected PQ Scoring
Easy To Use [F(1,61) = 5.40, p = 0.024]: if people had a higher level of
image search experience then their scores on PQ Scoring Easy To Use were,
on average, 0.473 higher.
• N Query Easy To Use. Image Search Experience affected N Query Easy To
Use [F(1,61) = 5.93, p = 0.018]: if people had a higher level of image search
experience then their scores on N Query Easy To Use were, on average, 0.597
higher.
• N Query Useful. Image Search Experience affected N Query Useful [F(1,60)
= 7.29, p = 0.009]. The interaction between Image Search Experience and
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Age also affected N Query Useful [F(1,60) = 8.40, P = 0.005]. The resultant
equations were: for inexperienced people, N Query Useful = 5.890 - 0.118*Age -
3.614*1 + 0.147*1*Age = 2.276 + 0.029*Age; for experienced people, N Query
Useful = 5.890 - 0.118*Age - 3.614*2 + 0.147*2*Age = -1.338 + 0.176*Age.
In other words, for the inexperienced people, the scores were estimated to
increase by 0.029 per year as the age increased; for the experienced people, the
scores were estimated to increase by 0.176 per year as the age increased.
• N Query Useful Here. Image Search Experience affected N Query Useful
Here [F(1,60) = 7.94, p = 0.007]. The interaction between Image Search
Experience and Age also affected N Query Useful Here [F(1,60) = 7.55, P
= 0.008]. The resultant equations were: for inexperienced people, N Query
Useful Here = 7.917 - 0.211*Age - 5.954*1 + 0.221*1*Age = 1.963 + 0.01*Age;
for experienced people, N Query Useful Here = 7.917 - 0.211*Age - 5.954*2
+ 0.221*2*Age = -3.991 + 0.231*Age. In other words, for the inexperienced
people, the scores were estimated to increase by 0.01 per year as the age
increased; for the experienced people, the scores were estimated to increase by
0.231 per year as the age increased.
• N Result Useful. Age affected N Result Useful [F(1,61) = 11.51, p = 0.001]:
the scores of N Result Useful increased by 0.080 per year increase in age.
Image Search Experience affected N Result Useful [F(1,61) = 4.32, p = 0.042]:
if people had a higher level of image search experience then their scores on N
Result Useful were, on average, 0.490 higher.
• N Result Useful Here. Age affected N Result Useful Here [F(1,61) = 9.86,
p = 0.003]: the scores of N Result Useful Here increased by 0.096 per year
increase in age.
• N Scoring As Useful As P Scoring. Age affected N Scoring As Useful
As P Scoring [F(1,60) = 6.60, p = 0.013]. Image Search Experience also
affected N Scoring As Useful As P Scoring [F(1,60) = 9.01, p = 0.004], and
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so did their interaction [F(1,60) = 9.52, P = 0.003]. The resultant equations
were: for inexperienced people, N Scoring As Useful As P Scoring = 6.992
- 0.181*Age - 4.204*1 + 0.164*1*Age = 2.788 - 0.017*Age; for experienced
people, N Scoring As Useful As P Scoring = 6.992 - 0.181*Age - 4.204*2 +
0.164*2*Age = -1.488 + 0.147*Age. In other words, for the inexperienced
people, the scores were estimated to decrease by 0.017 per year as the age
increased; for the experienced people, the scores were estimated to increase by
0.147 per year as the age increased.
Hypothesis8: System and Task will have an impact on Precision of the
search results (34).
The factorial ANOVA results showed that there were no significant effects on the
Precision (the precision calculation procedure is in Section 3.5) of the actual search
results from System, Task or the interaction between System and Task.
Hypothesis9: System and Task will have an impact on Recall of the search
results (35).
Figure 5.2: E2: Effects of the Task on Recall
The factorial ANOVA results in Figure 5.2 showed that Task significantly affected
the Recall of the actual search results [F(3,57) = 3.29, p = 0.027]. The pairwise
comparison analysis revealed that the Recall of T1 was higher than the Recall of
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T3 (p=0.006) and T4 (p=0.024). There were no significant differences between the
Recall of the search results for different systems.
5.3 Summary
In this Chapter, we reported the evaluation setup for evaluating the effects of the four
profiles of the Ostensive Model and the usefulness of the uInteract interface (E2).
We also reported the results obtained from the ANOVA analysis (with α = 0.05) on
the main performance indicators based on the nine hypotheses. The analysis results
answered the research questions Q1.1, Q1.3, Q2.1 and Q2.2 addressed in Section 1.7.
We summarize the quantitative analysis results of E2 based on the nine hypothesis
as below (Table 6.4):
• Hypothesis1 is not supported because System Order and Task Order do not
affect the performance indicators at all. This implies that neither the familiar-
ity or fatigue with the task nor the system make a difference to the subjects’
scores on the indicators.
• Hypothesis2 is not supported because System does not influence the perfor-
mance indicators at all, meaning there are no significant differences between
the different systems.
• Hypothesis3 is partially supported because Task has a strong impact on most
performance indicators, meaning the complexity level of a task does affect the
subjects’ opinions related to the performance indicators.
• Hypothesis4 is partially supported because the interaction between Task and
System significantly affect the scores of Search In Natural Way, although there
is no significant impact from System only.
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• Hypothesis5 is partially supported because Person affects most performance
indicators, implying different individuals have very different preferences.
• Hypothesis6 is partially supported because Age and Image Search Experience
and their interaction significantly affect the subjects’ opinions on the perfor-
mance indicators of the search experience.
• Hypothesis7 is partially supported because Age and Image Search Experience
and their interaction significantly affect the subjects’ opinions on the function-
alities of the interfaces.
• Hypothesis8 is not supported because Task or System or both do not affect
the Precision of the search results.
• Hypothesis9 is partially supported because Task significantly affects the Recall
of the search results, although there are no significant differences between the
systems.
All in all, we conclude the Chapter by summarizing the key results for three main
aspects: system, task and users. (1) It is difficult to identify the effects of the four
profiles of the Ostensive Model because Task and Person factors strongly impinge
on the scores of the performance indicators (Related to Q1.1 and Q2.1). (2) Task
strongly influences the performance indicators. One interesting observation from
our analysis of the results is that the subjects tend to give higher scores to the in-
dicators when they perform easier tasks. In most cases, the subjects’ perception of
task difficulty is not the same as the difficulty level we had intended. They agree
that T3 is harder than T1 and T2. However, they think that T4 is easier than
T3 although the precision of the T3 is higher than the precision of T4 from our
previous lab-based simulated experiments. (3) Person is a very important factor
which affects most performance indicators. There is clear evidence that users’ age,
image search experience and their interaction significantly affect the subjects’ opin-
ions on most performance indicators. The trend is for the inexperienced subjects,
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their satisfaction with the task performance, their opinion on feeling comfortable
using the system and agreement on their natural search strategy supported by the
systems, decrease as the age increases. However, for the experienced subjects, the
scores on these indicators increase with the increase in age. In addition, for both the
experienced and inexperienced subjects, the agreement on having enough time to
complete the task increases with the increase in age, and the agreement on knowing
next action decreases with the decrease in age. Further, the experienced subjects
give higher scores on Query History Ease To Use, PQ Scoring Easy To Use, N Query
Easy To Use and N Result Useful than inexperienced subjects. The scores on N Re-
sult Useful and N Result Useful Here increase with the increase in age. For the
inexperienced subjects, the scores on Query History Useful and N Scoring As Useful
As P Scoring decrease as the age increases; for the experienced subjects, the scores
increase with the increase in age. The scores on N Query Useful and N Query Useful
Here increase as the age increases for both experienced and inexperienced subjects
(Related to Q1.3 and Q2.2).
Chapter 6
Evaluation of the Effects of the
Four-factor User Interaction
Model
In Chapter 5, we reported the second focused evaluation (E2) setup and results on
the effects of the four profiles of the Ostensive Model (OM). This Chapter will report
the third focused evaluation (E3) on the effects of the four-factor user interaction
model (FFUIM). The goal of E3 is to test the effectiveness of the four settings of
the FFUIM and whether users find the uInteract interface useful.
Section 6.1 reports the evaluation setup of E3. Section 6.2 reports the evaluation
results of E3. The final finding will be stated in Section 6.3.
6.1 Evaluation Setup
The evaluation setup of E3 is similar with the setup of E2 (please refer to Section 5.1
and Appendix B). The only differences are that 17 subjects participated in E3 and
the evaluation systems are different. The four testing systems1 we used for E3 are:
1The four systems are delivered by the uInteract interface (Figure 2.4).
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• System1 (FFUIM1) delivers the relevance region factor and time factor of the
FFUIM 2, and here we apply the increasing profile 3 of the OM to both positive
and negative queries;
• System2 (FFUIM2) delivers the relevance region factor, the time factor and
relevance level factor of the FFUIM 4, and here we combine the increasing
profile of the OM with the relevance scores provided by the users for both
positive and negative queries;
• System3 (FFUIM3) delivers the relevance region factor and time factor and
frequency factor of the FFUIM, and here we combine the increasing profile of
the OM with the number of times (frequency) images appeared in the feedback
for both positive and negative queries;
• system4 (FFUIM4) delivers the relevance region factor, time factor, relevance
level factor and frequency factor of the FFUIM, and here we combine the
increasing profile of the OM and the relevance scores provided by the users
and the number of times (frequency) images appeared in the feedback for both
positive and negative queries.
6.2 Evaluation Results and Analysis
The following results were obtained by applying ANOVA analysis (with α = 0.05)
on the experimental results in terms of the main performance indicators (introduced
in Table 3.1). We have broken down our main goal of this evaluation into nine hy-
potheses in Section 3.4. The results analysis will focus on the individual hypotheses.
2This setting of the FFUIM is based on the Urban et al. (2006) Ostensive Model. The differences
are that we use both positive and negative feedback and multi-image query here.
3We apply the increasing profile of the Ostensive Model here because (1) it is one of the best
performing profile based on our experimental results; (2) it is the only one profile widely applied
in related work.
4This setting of the FFUIM is based on the Ruthven et al. (2003) interaction model. The
differences are that we apply the model to content-based image search and we allow both positive
and negative feedback here.
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Only statistically significant results will be listed.
Hypothesis1: Task Order and System Order will affect the performance
indicators (8-33) provided by subjects because of familiarity or fatigue.
The factorial ANOVA results showed that the task position and system position
did not significantly affect the scores provided by subjects on all the performance
indicators. There was no significant interaction between the effects of task and
system position on all the performance indicators.
Hypothesis2: System will affect the performance indicators (8-33).
The factorial ANOVA results showed that Systems had no significant effects on any
of the performance indicators.
Hypothesis3: Task will affect the performance indicators (8-33) provided
by subjects because of different complexity levels.
The factorial ANOVA results showed that the different complexity level of tasks
significantly impinged on the following performance indicators (Figure 6.1):
• Task General Feeling [F(3,61)=5.86, p=0.001] (Figure 6.1(a). The pair-
wise comparison analysis revealed that the subjects performing two easier tasks
T1 (p=0.001) and T2 (p=0.000) gave higher scores on Task General Feeling
than a harder task (T3). However, the scores of T3 were worse than the
hardest task (T4) (p=0.006).
• Task General Performance [F(3,61)=9.58, p=0.000] (Figure 6.1(b).
The pairwise comparison analysis revealed that the subjects performing two
easier tasks T1 (p=0.000) and T2 (p=0.000) gave higher scores on Task Gen-
eral Performance than a harder task (T3). However, T3 performed worse than
the hardest task (T4) (p=0.003).
• Result Satisfaction [F(3,61)=19.92, p=0.000] (Figure 6.1(c). The pair-
wise comparison analysis revealed that the subjects felt more satisfied on the
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(a) E3 Task General Feeling (b) E3 Task General Performance
(c) E3 Result Satisfaction (d) E3 Matched Initial Idea
(e) E3 System General Feeling (f) E3 System Satisfaction
Figure 6.1: E3: Effects of Task on performance indicators (8-33)
search results when they performed two easier tasks T1 (p=0.000, p=0.010)
and T2 (p=0.000, p=0.008) than the two harder tasks (T3) and (T4). How-
ever, the subjects felt less satisfied with the search results of T3 than those for
the hardest task (T4) (p=0.000).
• Matched Initial Idea [F(3,61)=12.81, p=0.000] (Figure 6.1(d). The
pairwise comparison analysis revealed that the search results of T1 (p=0.000)
and T2 (p=0.000) better matched the subjects’ initial idea than a harder task
(T3). However, the search results of the hardest task (T4) better matched the
subjects initial idea than the search results of T3 (p=0.000).
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• System General Feeling [F(3,61)=5.34, p=0.002] (Figure 6.1(e). The
pairwise comparison analysis revealed that when subjects performed the easiest
tasks (T1), they tended to gave higher scores on System General Feeling than
when they performed two harder tasks T3 (p=0.001) and T4 (p=0.004).
• System Satisfaction [F(3,61)=2.99, p=0.038] (Figure 6.1(f). The pair-
wise comparison analysis revealed that the subjects were more satisfied with
the system when they performed two easier tasks T1 (p=0.013) and T2 (p=0.012)
rather than a harder task (T3).
In summary, Figure 6.1 shows that the subjects tend to give higher scores to the
performance indicators when they perform easier tasks, such as T1 and T2. In most
cases, the subjects’ perception of task difficulty is not the same as the difficulty level
we had intended. They agree that T3 is harder than T1 and T2. However, they think
the hardest task (T4) is easier than T3, although the precision of the T3 is higher
than the precision of T4 from our previous lab-based simulated experiment results.
This may be because: first the colour of the three initial query image examples given
in T3 is more complex than in T4, which makes the colour-based search difficult;
second the given verbal search topic of T4 is easier to form a clear search goal than
the topic of T3.
Hypothesis4: The interaction between Task and System will influence
the scores of the performance indicators (8-33).
Feel Comfortable E3T1 E3T2 E3T3 E3T4
E3FFUIM1 4.4 4.75 3.5 4.25
E3FFUIM2 4.75 4.25 3.4 4.25
E3FFUIM3 5 3.5 2.75 4
E3FFUIM4 4.25 3.6 4.75 4.25
Table 6.1: E3: Effects of the interaction between Task and System on performance
indicators (8-33)
The factorial ANOVA results showed that there was no significant interaction be-
tween the effects of Task and System on most performance indicators. However,
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N Query Useful E3T1 E3T2 E3T3 E3T4
E3FFUIM1 1.8 3.25 2.75 4.75
E3FFUIM2 2.5 2.25 4.4 3.5
E3FFUIM3 2.25 4.25 1.75 2.4
E3FFUIM4 4.5 3.6 2.75 2
Table 6.2: E3: Effects of the interaction between Task and System on performance
indicators (8-33)
there was a significant interaction between Task and System on Feel Comfortable
[F(9,52) = 2.58, p = 0.015], and on N Query Useful [F(9,52) = 3.23, p = 0.003],
although the pairwise interaction comparison analysis did not reveal any significant
difference. The interaction scores between Task and System are shown in Table 6.1
and Table 6.2 respectively.
Hypothesis5: Person will affect the performance indicators (8-33), based
on individual differences.
The factorial ANOVA results showed that the differences between individual users
(Person) significantly affected their scores on most performance indicators. The
affected indicators were:
• Enough Time, F(16,45)=3.18, P=0.001;
• Next Action, F(16,45)=2.60, p=0.006;
• Have Initial Idea, F(16,45)=2.97, p=0.002;
• System General Feeling, F(16,45)=2.19, p=0.020;
• System Novelty, F(16,45)=18.56, p=0.000;
• Feel In Control, F(16,45)=1.99, p=0.035;
• Feel Comfortable, F(16,45)=3.09, p=0.001;
• Query History Easy To Use, F(16,45)=13.33, p=0.000;
• Query History Useful, F(16,45)=4.67, p=0.000;
• Query History Useful Here, F(16,45)=6.34, p=0.000;
• PQ Scoring Easy To Use, F(16,45)=4.54, p=0.000;
• PQ Scoring Useful, F(16,45)=3.83, p=0.000;
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• PQ Scoring Useful Here, F(16,45)=1.94, p=0.042;
• N Query Easy To Use, F(16,45)=13.76, p=0.000;
• N Query Useful, F(16,45)=11.75, p=0.000;
• N Query Useful Here, F(16,45)=10.03, p=0.000;
• N Result Useful, F(16,45)=9.14, p=0.000;
• N Result Useful Here, F(16,45)=3.69, p=0.000;
• N Scoring As Useful As P Scoring, F(16,45)=10.36, p=0.000;
• System Satisfaction, F(16,45)=2.93, p=0.002;
• Know Collection, F(16,45)=3.99, p=0.000;
• Search In Natural Way, F(16,45)=8.84, p=0.000.
Thus, we could see that Person was another important factor which affected almost
all of the performance indicators. As we did in E1 and E2, we took the subjects’
age and image search experience into account in the following investigation on the
Person factor.
Hypothesis6: The subjects’ Age and prior Image Search Experience of
the subjects will affect subjects’ opinion of the overall search experience
(8-21).
The factorial ANOVA with covariate results showed that Age and Image Search
Experience significantly affected the following performance indicators:
• Task General Performance. Image Search Experience affected Task Gen-
eral Performance [F(1,65) = 4.52, p = 0.037]: if people had a higher level of
image search experience then their scores on Task General Performance were,
on average, 0.472 lower.
• Enough Time. Age affected Enough Time [F(1,65) = 8.87, p = 0.004]: the
Enough Time scores increased by 0.038 per year increase in age.
• System General Feeling. Image Search Experience affected System General
Feeling [F(1,64) = 5.34, p = 0.024], and the interaction between Image Search
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Experience and Age [F(1,64) = 5.17, p = 0.026]. The resultant equations were:
for inexperienced people, System General Feeling = 6.222 - 0.087*Age - 1.561*1
+ 0.055*1*Age = 4.661 + 0.032*Age; for experienced people, System General
Feeling = 6.222 - 0.087*Age - 1.561*2 + 0.055*2*Age = 3.1 + 0.023*Age. In
other words, for the inexperienced people, the scores were estimated to increase
by 0.032 per year as the age increased; for the experienced people, the scores
were estimated to increase by 0.023 per year as the age increased.
• System Novelty. Age affected System Novelty [F(1,65) = 45.40, p = 0.000]:
the System Novelty scores increased by 0.063 per year with increase in age.
• Feel Comfortable. Age affected Feel Comfortable [F(1,65) = 8.82, p =
0.004]: the scores of Feel Comfortable increased by 0.030 per year increase in
age.
• System Satisfaction. Age affected System Satisfaction [F(1,65) = 10.20, p
= 0.002]: the scores of System Satisfaction increased by 0.039 per year increase
in age.
• Know Collection. Age affected Know Collection [F(1,65) = 15.07, p =
0.000]: the scores of Know Collection increased by 0.048 per year increase in
age. Image Search Experience also affected Know Collection [F(1,65) = 7.82,
p = 0.007]: if people had higher level of image search experience then their
scores of Know Collection were, on average, 0.714 lower.
• Search In Natural Way. Age affected Search In Natural Way [F(1,64) =
6.73, p = 0.012]. Image Search Experience also affected Search In Natural Way
[F(1,64) = 10.83, p = 0.002], and so did their interaction [F(1,64) = 9.46, p =
0.003]. The resultant equations were: for inexperienced people, Search In Nat-
ural Way = 8.458 - 0.165*Age - 3.113*1 + 0.104*1*Age = 5.345 - 0.061*Age;
for experienced people, Search In Natural Way = 8.458 - 0.165*Age - 3.113*2
+ 0.104*2*Age = 2.232 + 0.043*Age. In other words, for the inexperienced
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people, the scores were estimated to decrease by 0.061 per year as the age
increased; for the experienced people, the scores were estimated to increase by
0.043 per year as the age increased.
Hypothesis7: The subjects’ Age and prior Image Search Experience of the
subjects will have effects on the subjects’ opinion on the functionalities
of the interfaces (22-33).
The factorial ANOVA with covariate results showed that Age and Image Search
Experience significantly impinged on the following performance indicators:
• Query History Useful. Image Search Experience affected Query History
Useful [F(1,65) = 13.60, p = 0.000]: if people had a higher level of image
search experience then their scores on Query History Useful were, on average,
1.232 lower.
• Query History Useful Here. Age affected Query History Useful Here
[F(1,65) = 16.70, p = 0.000]: the scores of Query History Useful Here increased
by 0.080 per year increase in age. Image Search Experience also affected Query
History Useful Here [F(1,65) = 41.29, p = 0.000]: if people had a higher level
of image search experience then their scores on Query History Useful Here
were, on average, 2.619 lower.
• N Query Easy To Use. Age affected N Query Easy To Use [F(1,64) = 3.99,
p = 0.050], and the interaction between Age and Image Search Experience
[F(1,64) = 5.33, p = 0.024]. The resultant equations were: for inexperienced
people, N Query Easy To Use = 0.280 + 0.163*Age + 2.158*1 - 0.100*1*Age
= 2.438 + 0.063*Age; for experienced people, N Query Easy To Use = 0.280 +
0.163*Age + 2.158*2 - 0.100*2*Age = 4.596 - 0.037*Age. In other words, for
the inexperienced people, the scores were estimated to increase by 0.063 per
year as the age increased; for the experienced people, the scores were estimated
to decrease by 0.037 per year as the age increased.
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• N Query Useful. Age affected N Query Useful [F(1,64) = 8.12, p = 0.006].
Image Search Experience also affected N Query Useful [F(1,64) = 5.36, p =
0.024], and so did their interaction [F(1,64) = 9.23, P = 0.003]. The resul-
tant equations were: for inexperienced people, N Query Useful = -2.669 +
0.263*Age + 3.184*1 - 0.149*1*Age = 0.515 + 0.114*Age; for experienced
people, N Query Useful = -2.669 + 0.263*Age + 3.184*2 - 0.149*2*Age =
3.699 - 0.035*Age. In other words, for the inexperienced people, the scores
were estimated to increase by 0.114 per year as the age increased; for the ex-
perienced people, the scores were estimated to decrease by 0.035 per year as
the age increased.
• N Query Useful Here. Age affected N Query Useful Here [F(1,64) = 8.31, p
= 0.005]. Image Search Experience also affected N Query Useful Here [F(1,64)
= 5.96, p = 0.017], and so did their interaction [F(1,64) = 9.48, P = 0.003].
The resultant equations were: for inexperienced people, N Query Useful Here
= -4.977 + 0.334*Age + 4.215*1 - 0.190*1*Age = -0.762 + 0.144*Age; for
experienced people, N Query Useful Here = -4.977 + 0.334*Age + 4.215*2
- 0.190*2*Age = 3.453 - 0.046*Age. In other words, for the inexperienced
people, the scores were estimated to increase by 0.144 per year as the age
increased; for the experienced people, the scores were estimated to decrease
by 0.046 per year as the age increased.
• N Result Useful. Age affected N Result Useful [F(1,64) = 4.30, p = 0.042].
The interaction between Age and Image Search Experience also affected N
Result Useful [F(1,64) = 5.34, p = 0.024]. The resultant equations were:
for inexperienced people, N Result Useful = -0.594 + 0.163*Age + 1.888*1 -
0.097*1*Age = 1.294 + 0.066*Age; for experienced people, N Result Useful =
-0.594 + 0.163*Age + 1.888*2 - 0.097*2*Age = 3.182 - 0.031*Age. In other
words, for the inexperienced people, the scores were estimated to increase by
0.066 per year as the age increased; for the experienced people, the scores were
estimated to decrease by 0.031 per year as the age increased.
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• N Result Useful Here. Age affected N Result Useful Here [F(1,64) = 5.25,
p = 0.025]. The interaction between Age and Image Search Experience also
affected N Result Useful Here [F(1,64) = 5.58, p = 0.021]. The resultant
equations were: for inexperienced people, N Result Useful Here = -2.045 +
0.202*Age + 2.424*1 - 0.111*1*Age = 0.379 + 0.091*Age; for experienced
people, N Result Useful Here = -2.045 + 0.202*Age + 2.424*2 - 0.111*2*Age
= 2.803 - 0.02*Age. In other words, for the inexperienced people, the scores
were estimated to increase by 0.091 per year as the age increased; for the
experienced people, the scores were estimated to decrease by 0.02 per year as
the age increased.
• PQ Scoring Useful. Image Search Experience affected PQ Scoring Useful
[F(1,65) = 3.99, p = 0.050]: if people had a higher level of image search
experience then their scores on PQ Scoring Useful were, on average, 0.570
lower.
• N Scoring As Useful As P Scoring. Age affected N Scoring As Useful As
P Scoring [F(1,65) = 6.43, p = 0.014]: the scores of N Scoring As Useful As P
Scoring increased by 0.036 per year increase in age.
Hypothesis8: System and Task will have an impact on Precision of the
search results (34).
Precision E3T1 E3T2 E3T3 E3T4
E3FFUIM1 3.086 2.788 2.315 3.033
E3FFUIM2 3.555 3.175 2.946 2.685
E3FFUIM3 2.703 2.973 3.318 3.262
E3FFUIM4 3.07 3.488 3.28 3.12
Table 6.3: E3: Effects of the interaction between Task and System on Precision
The factorial ANOVA results in Figure 6.2 showed that there were significant differ-
ences between the Precision (the precision calculation procedure is in Section 3.5)
of the search results for different systems [F(3,52) = 2.80, p = 0.049]. The pairwise
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Figure 6.2: E3: Effects of the System on Precision
comparison analysis revealed that the Precision of the FFUIM4 (a combination of
relevance region, relevance level, time and frequency factor) was significantly higher
than the FFUIM1 (a combination of relevance region and time factor), p=0.006.
There was also significant interaction between System and Task on Precision (Ta-
ble 6.3) [F(9,52) = 2.51, p = 0.018]. The pairwise comparison analysis revealed that
the Precision of the FFUIM4 was the best, and then it was followed by FFUIM2
(a combination of relevance region, relevance level and time factor), FFUIM3 (a
combination of relevance region, frequency and time factor), FFUIM1. The mean
average precision of the FFUIM1, FFUIM2, FFUIM3, FFUIM4 across the four tasks
was 2.81, 3.09, 3.06, 3.24.
Hypothesis9: System and Task will have an impact on Recall of the search
results (35).
The factorial ANOVA results shows that Task significantly affected the Recall of
the search results [F(3,61) = 3.26, p = 0.027]. The pairwise comparison analysis
revealed that the Recall of T2 was higher than the Recall of T3 (p=0.008) and T4
(p=0.013). There were no significant differences between the Recall of the search
results for the different systems.
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Figure 6.3: E3: Effects of the Task on Recall
6.3 Summary
Hypotheses E1 E2 E3
Hypothesis1: Task Order and System Order will Not Not Not
affect the performance indicators (8-33) provided supported supported supported
by subjects because of familiarity or fatigue
Hypothesis2: System will affect the performance Not Not Not
indicators (8-33) supported supported supported
Hypothesis3: Task will affect the performance Partially Partially Partially
indicators (8-33) provided by subjects because supported supported supported
of different complexity levels
Hypothesis4: The interaction between Task and Partially Partially Partially
System will influence the scores of the supported supported supported
performance indicators (8-33)
Hypothesis5: Person will affect the performance Partially Partially Partially
indicators (8-33), based on individual differences supported supported supported
Hypothesis6: The subjects’ Age and prior Image Partially Partially Partially
Search Experience of the subjects will affect supported supported supported
subjects’ opinion of the overall search experience (8-21)
Hypothesis7: The subjects’ Age and prior Image Partially Partially Partially
Search Experience of the subjects will have supported supported supported
subjects’ effects on the opinion on the
functionalities of the interfaces (22-33)
Hypothesis8: System and Task will have an impact Partially Not Partially
on Precision of the search results (34) supported supported supported
Hypothesis9: System and Task will have an impact Partially Partially Partially
on Recall of the search results (35) supported supported supported
Table 6.4: How the nine hypotheses have been supported or rejected in E1, E2 and
E3
In this Chapter, we reported the evaluation setup for evaluating the effects of the
four settings of the four-factor user interaction model and the usefulness of the
uInteract interface (E3). We also reported the results obtained from the ANOVA
analysis (with α = 0.05) on the main performance indicators based on the nine
hypotheses. The analysis results answered the research questions Q1.2, Q1.3, Q2.1
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and Q2.2 addressed in Section 1.7.
We summarize the quantitative analysis results of E3 based on the nine hypothesis
as below (Table 6.4):
• Hypothesis1 is not supported because System Order and Task Order do not
affect the performance indicators at all. This implies the familiarity or fatigue
with the task and the system does not make a difference to the subjects’ scores
on the indicators.
• Hypothesis2 is not supported because System does not influence the perfor-
mance indicators at all, meaning there is no significant differences between
different systems.
• Hypothesis3 is partially supported because Task has a strong impact on most
performance indicators, meaning the complexity level of a task does affect the
subjects’ opinions related to the performance indicators.
• Hypothesis4 is partially supported because the interaction between Task and
System significantly affect the scores of Feel Comfortable and N Query Useful,
although there is no significant impact from System only.
• Hypothesis5 is partially supported because Person affects most performance
indicators, implying different individuals have very different preferences.
• Hypothesis6 is partially supported because Age and Image Search Experience
and their interaction significantly affect the subjects’ opinions on the perfor-
mance indicators of the search experience.
• Hypothesis7 is partially supported because Age and Image Search Experience
and their interaction significantly affect the subjects’ opinions on the function-
alities of the interfaces.
• Hypothesis8 is partially supported because System and the interaction between
Task and System significantly affect the Precision of the search results.
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• Hypothesis9 is partially supported because Task significantly affects the Recall
of the search results, although there are no significant differences between
systems.
All in all, we conclude the Chapter by summarizing key results from three main
aspects: system, task and users. (1) It is difficult to identify the effects of the four
settings of the four-factor user interaction model because Task and Person factors
strongly impinge on the scores of the performance indicators. However, System
significantly affects the Precision and the pairwise comparison results shows that
FFUIM4 (combination of relevance region, relevance level, time and frequency) out-
performs FFUIM1 (combination of relevance region and time) (Related to Q1.2 and
Q2.1). (2) Task strongly influences the performance indicators. One interesting ob-
servation is that the subjects tend to give higher scores to the indicators when they
perform easier tasks. In most cases, the subjects’ perception of task difficulty is not
the same as the difficulty level we had intended. They agree that T3 is harder than
T1 and T2. However, they think that T4 is easier than T3, although the precision
of the T3 is higher than the precision of T4 from our previous lab-based simulated
experiments. (3) Person is a very important factor which affects most performance
indicators. There is clear evidence that age, image search experience and their in-
teraction significantly affect the subjects’ opinions on most performance indicators.
The trend is that the experienced subjects give lower scores on general task perfor-
mance and knowing data quality supported by the system than the inexperienced
subjects. The scores on enough time to complete the tasks, system novelty, feeling
comfortable using the systems, satisfaction by the systems and knowing the data
quality supported by the system increase with increase in age. Further, for the in-
experienced subjects, the opinion on their natural search strategy being supported
is decreased as the age increases; for the experienced subjects, the scores on this
factor are increased with the increase in age. In addition, for both the experienced
and inexperienced subjects, the scores on general feeling about the systems increase
with the increase in age. Moreover, the experienced subjects give higher scores on
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Query History Useful, Query History Useful Here and PQ Scoring Useful than in-
experienced subjects. The scores on Query History Useful Here and N Scoring As
Useful As P Scoring increase with the increase in age. Further, for the inexperienced
subjects, the scores on N Query Easy To Use, N Query Useful, N Query Useful Here,
N Result Useful and N Result Useful Here increase as the age increases; for the ex-
perienced subjects, the scores decrease with the increase in age (Related to Q1.3
and Q2.2).
Chapter 7
ISE: A User Classification Model
based on Information Goals (I),
Search Strategies (S) and
Evaluation Thresholds (E)
Chapters 4, 5 and 6 suggested that there was no significant difference between sys-
tems, but there was a strong and significant impact of the Task and Person indi-
cators. The quantitative data analysis results of E1, E2 and E3 showed the same
trend on the influence from the Task indicator: the subjects tended to give higher
scores to the performance indicators when they performed an easier task, and the
subjects had different opinions on the complexity level of the tasks. However, the
quantitative data analysis results did not show the trend on how Person indicator
affected the scores of the performance indicators, although we further tested the
effects of Age and Image Search Experience of the subjects. Therefore, we realize
that the simple user classification based on Age and Image Search Experiences is not
sufficient, and we need to investigate in-depth how to better classify user types and
how the Person indicator impinges on the users’ preferences and search behaviours.
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This Chapter proposes an ISE (Information goal, Search strategy, Evaluation thresh-
old) user classification model, based on Information Foraging Theory (Pirolli and
Card 1995; Pirolli 2007), for understanding user interaction with content-based im-
age retrieval (CBIR), to tackle the last key element “users” of the user interaction.
The proposed ISE model is verified by a multiple linear regression analysis based on
50 users’ qualitative data collected from the extensive task-based user evaluations
reported in the previous chapters. To the best of our knowledge, this proposed model
is the first principled user classification model in CBIR verified by a formal system-
atic data analysis based on extensive user interaction data from a real interactive
image search scenario.
We will firstly introduce the background knowledge on Information Foraging Theory
(Section 7.1), and then present the proposed ISE user classification model in Sec-
tion 7.2. The ISE model will be operationalized and verified by statistical multiple
linear regression analysis in Section 7.3. Section 7.4 will conclude the chapter.
7.1 Information Foraging Theory (IFT)
To provide adaptive strategies for information foraging in a complex information
environment, Pirolli and Card (1995) proposed Information Foraging Theory, which
aims “to explain and predict how people will best shape themselves for their infor-
mation environments and how information environments can best be shaped for peo-
ple.” (P.3) (Pirolli 2007). The methodology of the Information Foraging Theory is
adapted from the framework of optimal foraging theory in biology (Stephens and
Krebs 1986).
The optimal foraging theory was developed to explain food seeking and prey selection
behaviours among animals. Consider a hypothetical predator, such as a bird of prey.
The environment surrounding this bird will have a patchy structure, with different
types of habitat and different kinds and amounts of prey. Thus, the bird needs to find
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the best solution to catch more food per unit energy cost within the environment
constraints. Stephens and Krebs (1986) introduced two conventional models: (a)
the patch model, which addresses decisions related to searching and exploiting an
environment that has a patchy distribution of resources, and (b) the diet model,
which addresses what kind of things to eat and what to ignore.
Pirolli and Card (1999) adapted two conventional models from the optimal forag-
ing theory (Stephens and Krebs 1986), originally applied to the food hunting en-
vironment, to the information seeking environment. Further, they proposed three
information models for IFT: information patch model, information diet model and
information scent model, which will be explained in detail in the next subsections.
7.1.1 The Information Patch Model
The aim of the information patch model is to predict the amount of time a forager
would forage within an information patch or searching for new patches when the in-
formation forager deals with information that is distributed in a patchy manner. For
instance, there are a variety of information items on my work desk, such as books,
printed papers, notes, electronic files in my computer and an internet connection.
Some of these items are located in within arm’s reach of my desk, and some items
are stored on the bookcase or in the filing cabinet. The relevant information to my
current task can be found on the desk and on the bookcase. If I identify the arms’
reachable area is one patch and the bookcase as another patch, my information for-
aging process will be within-patch and between-patch activities. I will need to decide
whether I stay longer in the arms’ reachable patch to look for relevant information
or I should go to dig the information from the books on the bookcase. The decision
will be made depending on the prevalence and profitability of the patches. A higher
prevalence of patches may contain many relevant items to the task, and a higher
profitability patch may contain the most relevant information to the task. All in all,
the decision to do within-patch or between-patch activity or a bit of both will be
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based on finding the most relevant information to complete the task in the shortest
time.
Unlike the conventional patch model, the information patch model deals with a
mouldable environment. The information forager can modify the environment to fit
the available strategy. This process is called enrichment. The first kind of enrichment
is to reduce the cost of between-patch activity. For example, I can reorganize the the
desk, the book case and the filing cabinet to make the access easier for completing
the task by moving them closer to each other. The second kind of enrichment is to
improve the within-patch activity. For instance, within my arms’ reachable patch,
I can reorganize the items on the desk based on information category rather than
based on item size or issue time to make the access easier for completing the task.
7.1.2 The Information Diet Model
The question that the conventional diet model deals with is: when a predator lives
in an environment containing a number of potential kinds of food sources, what
kinds of things should the predators prey on, and what kinds of things should they
ignore? One way to answer this question is in terms of diet concept: a generalized
diet includes a broad type of prey, but a specialized diet includes only a few types.
“If a predator is too specialized, it will do very narrow searching. If the predator is
too generalized, then it will pursue too much unprofitable prey (p.39) (Pirolli 2007).”
Thus, the diet model in Information Foraging Theory can be explained in terms of
the conventional diet model: if I have a generalized diet, I will complete the task with
a wide range of relevant information with diverse dimensions; if I have a specialized
diet, I will complete the task with only a few relevant information sources focusing
on one dimension.
The Scatter/Gather browser is a cluster-based retrieval tool on large text collections,
which was used for demonstrating the information patch and information diet models
of IFT (Pirolli and Card 1995). Later Pirolli et al. (1996) found the tool was more
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useful in supporting exploratory search activities than searching with a specific goal.
They suggested to use the theoretical models of IFT to evaluate information access
and search behaviours. Further, Pirolli (1997) introduced the notion of information
scent as “Users must rely on such terse representations of content as a kind of
information scent whose trail leads to information of interest (p.1).”, while analyzing
the data from the user interacting with the Scatter/Gather browser.
7.1.3 The Information Scent Model
The information scent model is a psychological theory, which explains how people
identify the value of the information based on cues such as result clusters on the
interface in order to gain an overall sense of the contents of information collections.
If the scent is strong, the forager will be able to move fairly directly. If there is no
scent, the forager will perform a random walk (Pirolli and Card 1999; Pirolli et al.
2005).
As the most popular concept of IFT, the information scent model has been applied
to investigate effective information scent cues in aiding navigation. For instance, Chi
et al. (2001) proposed two computational methods for modeling users’ information
needs and actions on the web, based on the concept of information scent. The first
situation is to predict users’ surfing pattern given users’ information needs. The sec-
ond situation is to infer a user’s information needs given a user’s particular pattern
of surfing. Their general finding is that the two models will help researchers better
understand the usage of the Web, help the design of better web sites, and make
users’ information seeking activities more efficient. Pirolli et al. (2003) compared
the performance of the Hyperbolic Tree Browser and the Microsoft Windows File
Browser. Their finding suggested that a good cue was not always good. Whether
a cue (navigation/presentation) is good depends on how the cue matches the in-
formation goal of users. Another general finding was that an interface with good
information scent would improve usability.
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7.1.4 Applications of IFT in Information Seeking
Information Foraging Theory (IFT) has also been suggested and applied to dealing
with problems in human-information interaction for understanding of information-
seeking behaviours and guiding new designs (White et al. 2007; Ka¨ki 2005; Mar-
chionini and White 2009; Mulholland et al. 2008; Pirolli 2007).
White et al. (2007) proposed a new information seeking paradigm - exploratory
search. They propose that exploratory search can be explained and supported by
Information Foraging Theory in some respects, such as users searching for informa-
tion to meet their information goals, the impact from users’ searching behaviours
and an optimal path/navigation leading to their goal to be achieved, and the knowl-
edge gained during the search process. Marchionini and White (2009) identified
exploratory search as an information seeking process that includes recognizing the
need, accepting the problem, formulating the problem, expressing the need, exam-
ining results, reformulating the problem and transition to use. They recommended
the use of Information Foraging Theory to model these sub-processes because they
consider the theory is highly adaptive to the information environment. Mulholland
et al. (2008) analyzed users’ exploratory search behaviours in Semantic Web data
based on Information Foraging Theory. They successfully identified two types of
search strategy: a risky strategy and a cautious strategy, based on their qualitative
data analysis. They also suggested that the findings will have implications for the
intelligent scaffolding of exploratory search. Kules and Shneiderman (2008) also
proposed a set of guidelines for the design of exploratory search interfaces drawn on
their qualitative data analysis. They find that some participants explore categories
instead of providing a new query. The finding is consistent with the concept of the
information scent model of IFT.
Nielsen (2003) suggested that information foraging is the most important concept
in the human-computer interaction field. He finds that Web users behave like wild
animals in the jungle based on the three information models of the IFT. Ivory et al.
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(2004) investigated sighted and blind users’ decision-making behaviours and perfor-
mance during the search process. Their finding is consistent with the basic concept
of Information Foraging Theory in that foragers attempt to maximize the benefit
with minimum costs. Berendt and Kralisch (2009) applied Information Foraging
Theory to analyze users’ behaviours and attitudes when using multilingual tools
online. A finding also suggested that users’ decision making depends heavily on
whether the action is worth the effort. Ka¨ki (2005) proposed two enhanced result
categorization algorithms for text search systems, effective interfaces for delivering
these algorithms, and user-oriented evaluation methodologies (normalized search
speed measure, qualified search speed measure and immediate accuracy measure),
which were partially motivated by the information patch model and Scatter/Gather
browser.
7.1.5 Task and Information Environment and Forager
In the studies mentioned above, the models and concepts of IFT have been applied
to improve the design perspective for interactive search and in turn to improve users
search experience. However, there is lack of research on applying IFT to understand
user interaction based on the users’ perspective.
Pirolli (2007)(p.20) stated that to understand information foraging requires analysis
of the environment and analysis of the forager. The two interrelated environments
during an information search process are the task environment and the information
environment. The definition of the task environment “refers to an environment cou-
pled with a goal, problem or task - the one for which the motivation of the subject is
assumed”. “The information environment is a tributary of knowledge that permits
people to more adaptively engage their task environments.” In other words, “What
we know, or do not know, affects how well we function in the important task en-
vironments that we face in life.”. Our understanding of the task and information
environments is that they should be part of the information scent concept from a
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forager’s point of view. A clear task environment and a rich information environ-
ment will determine a forager’s strong information scent (goal). A forager with
strong information scent (goal) should find the right information resource quicker
with the support of a well designed interface. Moreover, different forager types and
the same type of forager within different environments will show very different search
strategies and behaviours.
The above discussion corresponds with our findings from the quantitative data anal-
ysis results in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. Task complexity and user
characteristics significantly influence the evaluation results. Based on the experi-
ence from our task-based user study and motivated by Mulholland et al. (2008)’s
findings, we consider users can be classified into different user types based on their
profile, and the users within the same user type have similar search preferences
and search behaviours. We then decide to undertake an in depth investigation into
how many different user types we can identify and what search preferences and be-
haviours each user type has, based on Information Foraging Theory and qualitative
analysis of the real user interaction data in interactive CBIR.
7.2 Definition of the ISE Model
In this Section, and based on Information Foraging Theory (IFT), we propose a new
user classification model, called ISE model. The model includes three criteria: infor-
mation goals (I), search strategies (S) and evaluation thresholds (E). Each criterion
categorizes users into two types based on two different user characters1: I - fixed
information goal or evolving information goal; S - risky search strategy or cautious
search strategy; E - weak evaluation threshold or precise evaluation threshold. We
take our user study described in Chapter 3 as an example to explain how we map
the concepts between Information Foraging Theory and the ISE model.
1There are in total six characters in the ISE model.
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7.2.1 Information Goal
The information goal can be explained by the information scent model of IFT.
After reading the task description, the searchers may or may not have a clear infor-
mation goal (i.e., an idea of what they are looking for) to start the search. In IFT
terms, the searchers might or might not get a strong information scent from reading
the task based on their information environment (knowledge). Thus, the searchers
can be categorized into two types based on the information scent concepts: one type
with fixed information goal and the other with evolving information goal. According
to the information scent concept, if the searchers have a fixed information goal, they
will focus on what they are looking for and likely make consistent decisions at every
stage. On the other hand, if the searchers have an evolving information goal, their
search will be more exploratory. They will randomly walk about and learn from the
data before they make a decision although the decision might not be a correct one.
The assumptions of the fixed and evolving information goal based on interactive
image search scenario are: (1) the searchers with evolving goals will be likely to
perform trial and error types of search so that it will take them longer to find the
best result image for completing search tasks. For example, they will reformulate
queries with completely different image examples, and they are likely to go back to
previous queries if the current query returns less relevant results; (2) the searchers
with fixed goals are likely to have opposite behaviours to the searchers with evolving
goals. For instance, they will refine queries with small changes to the image examples
in the queries, and they are likely to get increasingly better results with every query
refinement, so that they do not need to reuse previous queries and are likely to get
satisfying result images quickly for completing the search tasks.
7.2.2 Search Strategy
The search strategy can be explained by the information patch model of IFT.
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When the searchers start the search, they will submit the first query, which can be
seen as an initial effort to find the first information patch, and then they might or
might not walk around within the patch and evaluate what they have found before
they provide feedback to refine or reformulate the query to start a new search (we
can consider this as looking for a new patch). In IFT terms, the searchers can
decide whether they would like to go between or within patch activities based on
their search strategy. Thus, we can categorize the searchers into two types based on
the information patch model: motivated by the findings of Mulholland et al. (2008),
we suggest that one type of searchers will have a cautious search strategy and a
second type of searchers have a risky search strategy. According to the information
patch concept, the searchers with cautious search strategy will do more within-patch
activities, which means they will carefully search through the current patch before
they move to the next patch (e.g. refining the query to start a new search); the
searchers with the risky search strategy, on the other hand, will be more adventurous
and perform more between-patch activities, which means they will skip over the
current patch and move quickly to the next patch.
The assumptions of the cautious and risky search strategy for interactive image
search scenario are: (1) the searchers with a cautious search strategy will look
through the search results carefully page by page, spend a long time to analyze
the results before they refine the query to start a new search; They will not select
the result images until they think no better images exist in the result set; (2) the
searchers with a risky strategy will only look at the first few pages and select the
result images from the pages while they are viewing, and then they will reformulate
a new query to start another search.
7.2.3 Evaluation Threshold
The evaluation threshold can be explained by the information diet model of IFT.
When searchers select the result images for completing the tasks, they need to decide
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which images to choose from the results. In IFT terms, some foragers like easy-to-
catch prey, but others like hard-to-catch prey. Thus, the searchers can be categorized
into two types based on the information diet concepts: one type with a weak eval-
uation threshold and the other with a precise evaluation threshold. According to
the information diet concepts, the searchers with a weak evaluation threshold will
be likely to go for easy-to-catch information, although the information may be just
slightly relevant to the their information goal; the searchers with a precise evaluation
threshold will instead go for hard-to-catch information: for example, they will not
select the information unless it is highly relevant to their information goal.
The assumptions of the weak and precise evaluation goal based on interactive image
search scenario are: (1) the searchers with a weak evaluation threshold will select a
large number of images based on diverse relevance to their search information goal.
For example, if they are looking for a picture of an apple, they will be happy with
any picture as long as there is an apple on the picture; (2) the searchers with precise
evaluation threshold will only select very relevant images to their search information
goal, for instance, if they are looking for a picture of apple, they will not select an
image unless there is a red apple in the image, and they will refine the query carefully
and try to achieve the precise results.
In summary, Table 7.1 shows the mapping between the IFT and the ISE models
(including three categories and six characters), and Table 7.2 shows the definition
of the six user characters of the ISE model.
Information Foraging Theory ISE Criteria Character
Information scent models Information goal fixed; evolving
Information patch models Search strategy cautious; risky
Information diet models Evaluation threshold weak; precise
Table 7.1: ISE user classification model based on the Information Foraging Theory
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Character Definition
fixed Searchers with fixed information goal know what they are looking for.
evolving Searchers with evolving information goal are not sure what they are looking for.
cautious Searchers with cautious search strategy move slowly between patches.
risky Searchers with risky search strategy move quickly between patches.
weak Searchers with weak evaluation threshold are lenient on selecting the results.
precise Searchers with precise evaluation threshold are strict on selecting the results.
Table 7.2: Definition of the six characters
7.3 Verification of the ISE model
The above definitions of the six user characters of the ISE model are based on the
mapping between Information Foraging Theory and the interactive image search
scenario. In order to verify the ISE model, we need to operationalize the definitions
of the six user characters by mapping them to concrete user interaction features
based on real user interaction data collected from an extensive user study that
we have performed and described in Chapter 3, and then verify the model by a
qualitative data analysis of the interaction data.
7.3.1 The Verification Procedure
The procedure of the ISE model verification is as follows:
1. extract user interaction features of the three evaluations;
2. produce an operational definition of the six characters based on the extracted
interaction features;
3. apply the multiple linear regression test to the interaction features;
4. check whether the regression models match the assumptions;
5. describe the assumptions based on the regression model in Information Forag-
ing Theory terms.
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7.3.2 The Interaction Features
A substantial amount of qualitative user interaction features are extracted from the
screen capture of the three evaluations in our real user study. There are in total
50 users’ screen captures. Every screen capture is about two hours long with both
audio and video input. We extract, in total, 123 interactive features from the screen
captures (37 from evaluation 1, 44 from evaluation 2, 42 from evaluation 3). Table 7.3
shows the 123 interaction features and their descriptive mean values based on the
three evaluations. Some interaction features apply to more than one evaluation,
however, the values of the features are different due to different evaluation setups.
There are 48 unique features within the total 123 interaction features. Table 7.4
shows the 48 interaction features and their descriptions.
We can basically categorize the 48 unique user interaction features into six groups:
• time and iteration: time to complete each iteration, time to complete task,
time to find the best result, number of iterations/queries per task;
• results page: number of result pages viewed, page results selected from, page
found the best result 2, page positive feedback selected from, page negative
feedback selected from;
• image: number of images per query (positive and negative query), number
of feedback images selected (positive and negative query), number of results
selected;
• functionality used: number of times positive/negative ranking used, number
of times positive/negative history used;
• select results strategy: some users select results while searching, whilst
others select results at the end of the search;
2The best result here is judged based on the rating results of the five raters described in chapter
3.
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Table 7.3: 123 Interaction features generated for Evaluation1, 2 and 3 and the
features’ descriptive means
• query transitions: we adapted the five query transitions from Mulholland
et al. (2008) study to our analysis. The five transitions for both positive and
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Table 7.4: 48 unique interaction features generated from the screen capture of the
3 evaluations
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negative queries are given in Table 7.5.
Query description
transition
Repeat Consecutive positive or negative query contains identical images.
Subset The next positive or negative query contains a subset of the query images.
Superset The next positive or negative query contains all the previous images plus
one or more additional images.
Overlap The next positive or negative query contains some but not all of the
previous images plus one or more additional images.
Jump There is no intersection between the images used in consecutive positive
or negative queries.
Table 7.5: The adapted five query transitions
7.3.3 The Analysis Assumptions: An Operational ISEModel
based on the 48 unique User Interaction Features
Characters Operational definition
Fixed 1. use small number of jump query transitions;
2. use small number of history functions;
3. find the best result image early.
Evolving 1. use large number of jump query transitions;
2. use large number of history functions;
3. find the best result image late.
Cautious 1. view large number of result pages;
2. spend a long time per search iteration;
3. select results at the end of the search.
Risky 1. view small number of result pages;
2. spend a short time per search iteration;
3. select results while searching.
Weak 1. select a large number of results;
2. select a large number of feedback;
3. use a small number of search iterations.
Precise 1. use lots of subset query transition;
2. use the query image scoring functionality many times;
3. use a large number of search iterations.
Table 7.6: Operational definition of the six characters
After defining the ISE model (including three criteria and six user characters) based
on Information Foraging Theory, we examine the 48 unique interaction features from
the collected qualitative data, and assign the six characters or their combinations
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to all the 48 interaction features based on the definition provided in Table 7.13.
Comments are provided on why the assignments were made (Table 7.7 gives an
example of how we assign the characters or their combinations to the 48 unique
interaction features).
Table 7.6 summarizes the operational definitions of the six characters based on the
character allocation results of 48 unique interaction features. We can then verify the
ISE model by a qualitative data analysis of all the 123 interaction features based on
the operational definitions of the six user characters in the ISE model.
7.3.4 Multiple Linear Regression
Multiple linear regression is applied to our qualitative analysis, because we want to
find out the correlations across the interaction features, and also want to generate
models for predicting the interaction features. The 123 features are the input of the
multiple linear regression. We carry out the regression test using SPSS, a statistical
analysis tool.
Figure 7.1: An example of visualized multiple linear regression model
3We looked at the 48 unique features because we wanted to let users decide which interaction
features would be good to operationalize the ISE model.
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Table 7.7: Example of assigning the six characters to the interaction features
We first test the multiple linear regression on the interaction features of the three
evaluations respectively. Then we get a model to predict each interaction feature
(Figure 7.1). For example, in Figure 7.1, the interaction feature TimePerIteration is
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predicted by the other six interation features: No P RFselected, No PageResultViewed,
No N QueryImages, No ResultSelected, No P History andMeanPageSelectedResult-
From interaction features. There are relation lines between the interaction features
and predicted feature. The direction of each arrow is the predicting direction. The
+ and − on the line denotes whether the prediction is positive or negative. For in-
stance, the No PageResultViewed predicts TimePerIteration positively, i.e., if a user
views more result pages, they are likely to spend a longer time per search iteration.
7.3.5 Regression model analysis
We have obtained the 123 regression models of the 123 interaction features involved
in all the three user evaluations. We then need to investigate whether the opera-
tional definitions of the proposed six user characters are supported by the regression
models.
We assign the six characters in ISE model and their combinations to the 123 models4.
The justification method for assigning a character to a model confidently
is that the model has to contain at least two interaction features that
are relative to the character’s operational definition of the ISE model.
Examples of the assignments of characters to the regression models are given in
Table 7.85.
The results show that the models can be described by the the six characters or
their combinations, and the descriptions fit6 the operational definitions of the six
characters. Take the regression model predicting No PageResultViewed in Table 7.8
as an example. No PageResultViewed is positively predicted by TimePerIteration,
4The reason of performing multiple linear regression on all the 123 interaction features is for
the verification of the consistency of the manually-defined operational features with the correlated
features revealed by the multiple linear regression models.
5In Table 7.8, the“+/−” shows how the features in the regression models predict the interaction
features in the second column. “+”means the prediction is positive, and“−”means the prediction is
negative. “∗” indicates that the interaction features are not mentioned in the operational definitions
in Table 7.6.
6“Fit” means all the mentioned features in a regression model are correctly detected based on
the operational definitions.
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Table 7.8: Example of assigning the six characters to the regression models
No ResultSelected, MeanPageSelectedFrom and No N QueryImages, which means
that users will view lots of result pages if they spend a long time per search itera-
tion, select a large number of result images, select result images from late pages, and
use large number of negative query images. According to the operational definitions
and our justification method, this model can be described by the cautious character
because the model contains two interaction features that are related to the opera-
tional definition of the cautious character, and the description of the model fits the
operational definition well, e.g., spends a long time per search iteration and views a
large number of result pages.
From the 123 regression model analysis results we can see most of the characters or
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Character No. of models
Cautious 7
Risky 2
Evolving 7
Fixed 1
Weak 12
Precise 12
Cautious+Evolving 2
Cautious+Weak 2
N/A 78
Total 123
Table 7.9: Summary of characters and no. of supporting regression models
their combinations correspond to the regression models. Some regression models can
be described by single characters but some models need to be described by different
combinations of the six characters. Some characters correspond to a large number
of regression models but some only correspond to a couple of regression models.
The user characters and their combinations corresponded to at least one regression
models are listed in Table 7.97.
Table 7.9 shows that the 45 regression models confidently identify 8 character groups
based on our justification method8. Each character group9 is identified by an average
of 5.6 regression models. We suggest the four character groups identified by more
than six regression models are well represented character groups in our user study,
namely: cautious, evolving, weak and precise. Seventy eight regression models
cannot be clearly described by any character groups. Within the 78 regression
models, 8 models do not include any interaction features that are relative to the
operational definitions of the six characters in the ISE model, and 70 models contain
one/more single interaction feature that is/are relative to the operational definition
of one/more characters. According to the judgement method for the ISE model
7In Table 7.9, N/A = there is no more than one interaction feature relative to the operational
definition of any character in the regression model.
8The interaction features in the regression models show reasonable predictions. Further, there
are at least two interaction features in each model that fit the operational definitions of the six
characters in the ISE model.
9The character group can be any single character or a combination of characters. We consider
a character group is a user type.
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verification, the 70 regression models should not be used to verify the ISE model,
although the models are all consistent with the operational definition. Therefore,
we only take into consideration the 45 models that contain at least two interaction
features that are relative to the characters’ operational definition.
7.3.6 Description of 8 Character Groups
Table 7.10: Regression model explanations for 8 characters
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To further verify the ISE model, we will describe the 8 character groups that corre-
spond to at least one regression model in Table 7.9. We first choose a representative
regression model for each character group, and then describe the regression model
based on the definition of the ISE model (Table 7.2) and Information Foraging The-
ory. The description of the 8 corresponding character groups is given in Table 7.1010.
7.4 Summary
In an effort to understand the users’ interaction preferences and behaviours based
on different user types for CBIR, we have proposed a user classification model - ISE
- based on Information Foraging Theory. The ISE model contains three criteria:
information goal (I), search strategy (S) and evaluation threshold (E). There are
different types of user characters in each criterion. They are fixed information goal
and evolving information goal (I); risky search strategy and cautious search strategy
(S); weak evaluation threshold and precise evaluation threshold (E).
In order to verify the ISE model, we have first operationalized the ISE model based
on the 48 unique interaction features extracted from the screen capture of our user
study. A multiple linear regression has then been performed on the total number of
123 interaction features involved in all the 3 evaluations in the user study, resulting
in 123 regression models. Finally, we have investigated whether the operational def-
initions of the six user characters in the ISE model are consistent with the regression
models based on a regression model analysis.
The ISE user classification model has been successfully verified by the qualitative
data analysis. The findings show that all regression models are sensible and consis-
tent with the operational definitions of the six characters in the ISE model. Eight
user character groups (user types) are confidently identified by 45 regression models.
10“∗” indicates that the interaction features are not mentioned in the operational definition in
Table 7.6.
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This practise has not only helped to find different user types for future user-focused
design, study and analysis, but also reinforced the usefulness of Information Foraging
Theory for exploratory search, especially for exploratory CBIR search.
Chapter 8
Quantitative and Qualitative
Analysis of User Evaluation
Results Based on the ISE Model
We proposed and verified an ISE user classification model in Chapter 7. We found
that the different user types affect users’ search behaviours and their search pref-
erences. However, what are the search behaviours and search preferences based on
different user types, and how they are reflected in the interactive content-based im-
age retrieval (CBIR) framework design, evaluation and analysis? In this Chapter,
we are going to perform further quantitative and qualitative analysis of our user
evaluation results based on the ISE model, and further investigate the search be-
haviours and preferences of different user types, and their implications for future
CBIR studies.
In Section 8.1 we will describe the methodology we applied to identify the characters
of the 50 users in our evaluations. Section 8.2 will report the findings on search
results with regard to different user types based on quantitative data, and different
types of users’ expectations of image search tools, their experience (satisfaction)
of the system, and their suggestions on how to improve the evaluation systems,
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based on qualitative data obtained from our user study, e.g., users’ comments on
the questionnaires. The summary of the analysis results will be stated in Section 8.3.
8.1 Methodology
We apply the definitions and operational definitions of the six characters of the ISE
model (Table 7.2 and Table 7.6) to the qualitative data extracted from the screen
captures of the three evaluations in order to find the user type1 of each individual
subject in our user study. Further, we group the 50 users based on their user types
to find the different search preferences and search behaviours based on user groups2.
The concrete methodology is detailed as follows:
8.1.1 Identifying User Types
The following steps describe how we identify characters for each individual user.
Step 1 - Find 3 interaction features and their values for the 3 opera-
tional definitions of the 6 characters. We extract 3 interaction features that
match the 3 operational definitions of each character, per task per evaluation, from
the qualitative data. For example, 17 users completed 4 tasks in evaluation 3, and
we extracted 43 interactive features from every user’s screen capture (Table 7.3).
We have identified 6 characters, and each character has 3 operational definitions
(Table 7.6). Each operational definition will be supported by one of 43 interaction
features. For instance, the operational definitions of Risky character are (1) view
small number of result pages; (2) spend a short time per search iteration; (3) se-
lect results while searching. In this case, the best supportive interaction features
from the 43 interaction feature in evaluation 3 are (1) NoResultPageV iewed; (2)
1A user type could include more than one character from different classification criteria of the
ISE model.
2A user group contains users with the same user type.
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TimePerIteration; (3) SelectResultStrategy. Accordingly, we find the 3 interac-
tion features that match the 3 operational definitions of each character for evaluation
3. Table 8.13 shows the 3 interaction features we used for each of the 6 characters
of the ISE model.
Table 8.1: Interaction features that support the operational definitions of the six
characters
Step 2 - Identify the characters of every user for each task. We calculate
the mean value of the data for every interaction feature with regard to each task
and each evaluation across all the users. We then judge the character of a user
based on whether the value of an interaction feature for the user is larger than
the mean value or not. For the interaction features with binary values such as
SelectResultStrategy, we do not calculate the mean value and instead judge the
character of the user based on the data itself. The final character of a user for that
specific task is cautious when the cautious character emerges from all 3 interaction
features. A user will be identified risky when he shows risky character with regard
to all the 3 interaction features, otherwise the user will not be risky nor cautious.
We applied the same methodology on checking fixed or evolving character and weak
or precise character. Table 8.2 and Table 8.3 are examples to show how we identified
whether the user is risky or cautious 4 for the 4 tasks of evaluation 3.
3“§” indicates the interaction feature may be relative to positive query or negative query. In
total 16 interaction features from the qualitative data support the operational definitions in the
ISE model.
4It happens here that the 3 interaction features for the operational definitions of “risky” and
“cautious” are the same.
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Table 8.2: An example of how to identify risky or cautious (1)
Step 3 - Identify the characters for every user. After checking every user’s
character for each task (Step 2), we then need to summarize the user’s overall char-
acters for the 3 evaluations respectively. We decide the type of user based on the
following criteria:
1. Risky (R) user: ≥ 2 tasks shown risky and 0 tasks shown cautious;
2. Cautious (C) user: ≥ 2 tasks shown cautious and 0 tasks shown risky;
3. MixRC user: > 0 tasks shown risky and > 0 tasks shown cautious;
4. NoneRC user: 0 tasks shown cautious and 0 tasks shown risky;
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Table 8.3: An example of how to identify risky or cautious (2)
5. UndefinedRC user: does not match 1 - 4;
6. Fixed (F) user: ≥ 2 tasks shown fixed and 0 tasks shown evolving;
7. Evolving (E) user: ≥ 2 tasks shown evolving and 0 tasks shown fixed;
8. MixFE user: > 0 tasks shown fixed and > 0 tasks shown evolving;
9. NoneFE user: 0 tasks shown fixed and 0 tasks shown evolving;
10. UndefinedFE user: does not match 6 - 9;
11. Weak (W) user: ≥ 2 tasks shown weak and 0 tasks shown precise;
12. Precise (P) user: ≥ 2 tasks shown precise and 0 tasks shown weak;
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13. MixWP user: > 0 tasks shown weak and > 0 tasks shown precise;
14. NoneWP user: 0 tasks shown weak and 0 tasks shown precise;
15. UndefinedWP user: does not match 11 - 14;
Table 8.4 shows an example of how we identified the user types based on the above
criteria for evaluation 3.
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8.1.2 Grouping Users Based on Their User Types
From the second column of Table 8.4 we can see that each user has more than
one character. Can we independently group the users along each criterion? The
following steps will describe how we categorize the 50 users into character groups
and how we identify each users’ character.
Step 1 - Put the users into character cross tables. As we can see in Table 7.2,
there are three character criteria namely: search strategy, information goal and eval-
uation threshold. Each criterion contains two characters: risky and cautious, fixed
and evolving, weak and precise respectively. However, in reality we find five char-
acters in each criterion from our qualitative data, such as risky, cautious, mixedRC,
noneRC and undefinedRC. Firstly, we make a cross table for each pair of character
criteria: for instance, one cross table between search strategy and information goal;
one cross table between search strategy and evaluation threshold; one cross table
between information goal and evaluation threshold. Secondly, we assign the 50 users
into every cross table. Each cross table has six rows and six columns. Each cell in-
dicates the number of users identified as the crossed characters. Table 8.5 shows the
three assigned cross tables. The Chi square test on the independence between the
five row characters and the five column characters shows there is no significant rela-
tionship between the two categorical variables, which suggests that we can analyze
the row or column characters independently.
Step 2 - Group the users. From Table 2 and 3 of Table 8.5 we can see there
is insufficient variation among the characters in the evaluation threshold criterion.
For instance, only one user shows weak character and the rest of the users carries
noneWP and undefinedWP characters, so we decide we are not going to analyze the
characters in this criterion any further. We then focus on the other two criteria:
search strategy and information goal. The columns of the top table of the Table 8.5
show 12 risky users, 4 cautious users, 3 mixedRC users, 11 noneRC users and 20
undefinedRC users. The rows of of the table 1 shows 13 users with fixed goals, 7
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Table 8.5: The 50 users assigned into three character cross tables
users with mixed fixed and evolving goals, 16 users with neither fixed nor evolving
goals (based on the Step3 of Section 8.1.1), 14 users with undefined fixed or evolving
goals (based on the Step3 of Section 8.1.1).
8.1.3 Linking User Evaluation Results to User Types
In this Section we will go back to the quantitative data (search results) and the
users’ comments from the questionnaires and informal interviews of the 50 users.
We will look at each of 5 character groups respectively from the search strategy and
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information goal criteria in Table 1 of the Table 8.5. The analysis will be carried
out from different angles based on different character groups.
Step 1 - Users’ performance and opinions with respect to search strategy.
We firstly group the 50 users into five character groups under the search strategy
category: risky, cautious, mixedRC, noneRC and undefinedRC. Then we check the
search performance in terms of the search precision and users’ opinions on the best
performing system from the quantitative data.
Step 2 - Users’ performance and opinions with respect to information
goal. We also group the 50 users into five character groups under the information
goal category: fixed, evolving, mixedFE, noneFE and undefinedFE. Then we check
the search performance in terms of the search precision and users’ opinions on the
best performing system from the quantitative data.
Step 3 - Users’ comments with respect to search strategy. Apart from
checking the quantitative data, we also analyze the 50 users comments under the
5 character groupings under the search strategy criterion. We firstly group the
users with the same criteria as Step 1. The users’ comments can be classified into
three classes: expected image search tool, search experience and suggestions to the
evaluation systems. We then analyze the users’ comments in different classes based
on different character groups.
Step 4 - Users’ comments with respect to information goal. This analysis
will follow the same approach as step 3, but use the same grouping criteria as Step
2.
After analyzing the users’ performance and preferences based on the 5 character
groups for each criterion, we find that some user characters correspond to similar
preferences and performance. Thus, we decide to carry out more analysis of a coarser
grouping, by merging the 5 characters into two groups: with style and no style.
Step 5 - Users’ performance and opinions with respect to search strategy
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(2 groups). We merge the five user characters into two groups under the search
strategy criterion: with-RC-style (including risky, cautious, and mixedRC) and no-
RC-style (including noneRC and undefinedRC). We perform the same analysis with
respect to the two groups as Step 1.
Step 6 - Users’ performance and opinions with respect to information goal
(2 groups). We merge the five user characters into two groups under the informa-
tion goal criterion as well: with-FE-style (including fixed, evolving, mixedFE), and
no-FE-style (including noneFE and undefinedFE). We perform the same analysis
with respect to the two groups as Step 2.
Step 7 - Users’ comments with respect to search strategy (2 groups). We
do the same analysis as Step 3, with respect to the 2 groups for the search strategy
criterion.
Step 8 - Users’ comments with respect to information goal (2 groups).
Again, this analysis will follow the same methodology as Step 3 with respect to the
2 groups for the information goal criterion.
8.2 Findings and Suggestions
In the following subsections, we will report the findings from the qualitative and
quantitative data analysis based on the ISE Model. The findings and suggestions
will be organized based on different test data and different group settings of each
character criterion for the three evaluations. The t-test is used to test the statistical
difference between different user groups on their average precision. We also use Chi-
square(d) test to test the statistical interaction between different user characters
based on the testing data.
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8.2.1 Precision and Suggested Best System with Respect to
Search Strategy (Five Groups)
The analysis results under this test setting are shown in Table 8.6.
Table 8.6: Analysis of precision and suggested best system with respect to the five
user groups based on the search strategy
Evaluation1: In terms of “Precision”, there is no significant difference among the
five occurring characters in E1. As there is only one person showing risky and mixe-
dRC character in E1, we cannot show the difference by a statistical test. From the
column of “Suggested best system” we can see that users with a cautious character
or any character with cautious elements prefer I4, which is the uInteract interface
delivering our four-factor user interaction model. Risky people prefer I3, which
is the interface delivering the history and ranking functionalities but no negative
functionality. NoneRC and undefinedRC users can be divided into two groups. One
group prefers simpler interfaces, and the other group prefers the interface with richer
functionalities.
Evaluation2: Four characters occurred in E2: risky, cautious, noneRC and unde-
finedRC. Again the mean average precisions from different characters do not show
any statistically significant. From the column of “Suggested best system”we can see
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risky users prefer OM1, which is the system delivering the increasing profile of the
Ostensive Model. Cautious users prefer OM3, which delivers the flat profile of the
Ostensive Model. NoneRC and undefinedRC users both prefer OM4 that delivers
the current profile of the Ostensive Model, but noneRC users also like OM1 and
OM2 that deliver the increasing and decreasing profile of the Ostensive Model.
Evaluation3: Risky, mixedRC, noneRC and undefinedRC occurred in E3. There
is no statistical difference (p=0.180) among the average precisions for the four char-
acters. The preferences on “Suggested best system” focus on FFUIM3 that delivers
the interaction model with the relevance region + time + frequency and FFUIM4
that delivers the relevance region + time + relevance level + frequency. Risky and
mixedRC users mostly like FFUIM4 only, and undefinedRC likes FFUIM3. Only
noneRC likes both FFUIM3 and FFUIM4.
8.2.2 Precision and Suggested Best System with Respect to
Search Strategy (Two Groups)
The analysis results under this test setting are shown in Table 8.7.
Table 8.7: Analysis on precision and suggested best system with respect to the two
user groups based on the search strategy
Evaluation1: From the column of “Precision”, we can see that there is no differ-
ence between with-RC-style character and no-RC-style character (p=0.621) in this
evaluation. From the column of “Suggested best system”, we can see that users
with-RC-style and no-RC-style both prefer I4, and users with-RC-style prefer I4
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more than users with no-RC-style.
Evaluation2: There is a significant difference between with-RC-style users and no-
RC-style users on their mean average precision (p=0.041). The users with-RC-style
perform better than the users with no-RC-style. This suggests that users with a
style engaged with the evaluation and understood the tasks and system better than
the users with no style. From the column “Suggested best system”, we can see users
with-RC-style prefer OM1 and OM3, which delivers the increasing and flat profile of
the Ostensive Model. On the other hand, users with no-RC-style prefer OM4 that
delivers the current profile of the Ostensive Model.
Evaluation3: There is no significant difference between the users with-RC-style
and the users with no-RC-style on the mean average precision (p=0.481). The users
with style prefer OM4, and the users with no style prefer OM3. This may be because
users with style like the rich functionality system more than users with no style.
8.2.3 Precision and Suggested Best System with Respect to
Information Goal (Five Groups)
The analysis results under this test setting are shown in Table 8.8.
Table 8.8: Analysis on precision and suggested best system with respect to the five
user groups based on the information goal
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Evaluation1: From the column “Precision”, we can see that there is no significant
difference among the five occurring characters in E1 (p=0.241). From the column
“Suggested best system”, we can see that users with fixed information goal prefer I4,
which is the uInteract interface that delivers our four-factor user interaction model.
NoneFE users prefer I1, which is the baseline interface with relevance feedback
only. MixedFE users are equally populated on supporting I1 and I3. Half of the
undefinedFE users prefer I2 and the other half prefer I4.
Evaluation2: Four user characters occurred in E2: fixed, mixedFE, NoneFE and
undefinedFE. Again the mean average precision of the four user characters do not
show a significant difference (p=0.896). From the column of“Suggested best system”,
we can see the users with fixed goals prefer OM3 and OM4, which are the systems
deliver the flat and current profiles of the Ostensive Model. The users with mixedFE
prefer OM2 and OM4, which delivers the decreasing and current profiles of the
Ostensive Model. NoneRC prefers OM1 and OM2 that deliver the increasing and
decreasing profiles of the Ostensive Model. Finally, the undefinedFE like OM3 that
delivers the flat profile of the Ostensive Model.
Evaluation3: MixedFE, noneFE and undefinedFE occurred in E3. There is no
statistical difference (p=0.368) among the mean average precision of the four user
characters. The preferences of the characters on “Suggested best system” focus
on FFUIM3 that delivers the interaction model with relevance region + time +
frequency and FFUIM4 that delivers the relevance region + time + relevance level
+ frequency. MixedFE and noneFE users like FFUIM4, and undefinedFE users like
FFUIM3.
8.2.4 Precision and Suggested Best System with Respect to
Information Goal (Two Groups)
The analysis results under this test setting are shown in Table 8.9.
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Table 8.9: Analysis on precision and suggested best system with respect to the two
user groups based on the information goal
Evaluation1: From the column of “Precision”, we can see that there is no signifi-
cant difference between with-FE-style users and no-FE-style users (p=0.846) in this
evaluation. From the column of “Suggested best system”, we can see that users
with-FE-style prefer I4. Users with no-FE-style prefer I1, I2 and I4.
Evaluation2: There is no significant difference between with-FE-style users and
no-FE-style users on their mean average precision (p=0.279). From the column of
“Suggested best system”, we can see users with-FE-style prefer OM4 that delivers
the current profile of the Ostensive Model. On the other hand, the users with no-
FE-style prefer OM3 that delivers the flat profile of the Ostensive Model.
Evaluation3: There is no significant difference between the users with-FE-style
and the users with no-FE-style on the mean average precision (p=0.090). The users
with-FE-style prefer FFUIM4, and the users with no-FE-style prefer FFUIM3. This
may be because users with-FE-style prefer the rich functionality system.
8.2.5 Comments with Respect to the Five User Groups Based
on Search Strategy
The analysis results under this test setting are shown in Table 8.105.
5Table 8.10 shows the users’ response to the three categories: expected image search tool, search
experience and suggestions to the evaluation systems, with regard to the five user groups based
on users’ search strategy. In each user group column, the percentage shows the number of users
responding to a comment. N = x means there are x users in that user group combined across
three evaluations.
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Risky: The users with a risky search strategy prefer accurate and diverse results
and care less about the data source quality and where they search from. They prefer
rich functionalities to support different search aspects, so that they can find good
results quickly and easily. They judge the effectiveness of the system depending on
the tasks they perform. They tend to think the system is good when they perform
an easy task using the system and get good results fairly quickly; otherwise, they
think the system is poor. As our evaluation systems support multiple images for
each query, the users with risky search strategy feel the search accuracy drops with
more image examples in the query. This might be because they are likely to provide
diverse images as query examples based on colour, shape and semantic relevance,
which does not suit the nature of our colour, but only based image search evaluation
systems. However, a risky user could perform quite well if s/he gets the supportive
functions needed. This is why risky users provided many useful suggestions about
improving the usability of the evaluation systems, such as adding an egg timer,
image zooming, and incorporating drag and drop, etc.
Cautious: The users with cautious search strategy are another group that showed a
clear pattern. Like risky users, they hope the search system is accurate and with rich
functionalities to support different search aspects. They do not care much about the
search speed. This might be because cautious people are usually patient. They are
more satisfied with the search results and the evaluation systems than risky users.
They did not need to use all of the provided functionalities on completing some
tasks, although they are more likely to think the functions could be useful. The
difference between risky users and cautious users is that the cautious users feel that
using more image examples in a query improves the search results. This might be
because cautious users are more likely to be careful with query refinement and they
understand the nature of the colour-based evaluation systems and the tasks better
than risky users. Half of the cautious user population think the tasks are interesting
and clear, and thus they are satisfied with the search performance. They suggested
only minor improvements to the evaluation systems, such as better graphic design
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for the interfaces. They strongly suggested combining keyword-based and content-
based search. This might also because it is hard for cautious users to change their
search strategy completely. They like the content-based search strategy, but they
also want to keep their normal keyword-based search strategy.
MixedRC: Some comments provided by the users with mixedRC are similar to
the comments from the risky and cautious users. For instance, they do not care
about the speed of the system, they like rich functionalities on the image search
system, they are satisfied with the search results and the evaluation systems, they
think the negative query and query scoring functionalities are useful and have many
suggestions on improving the evaluation systems. However, they commented on
something that the risky and cautious users have not mentioned. For instance, they
strongly believe the image search tool is easy to use, they think the content-based
image search strategy is better than a keyword-based search strategy, and they would
like to see the negative results become optional.
NoneRC: The users with noneRC like fast and accurate systems and prefer rich
functionalities to support different search aspects. They think the tasks are interest-
ing and clear. They do not think the history functionality is useful at all. They find
that it is hard to decide the relevant results for the tasks. Their initial search idea
changes during the searching but they think the system supports the change well.
They strongly suggest improving the usability of the query history and query image
scoring functionalities by showing thumbnail images in query history section, rank-
ing the query images by a slide bar or dragging and dropping to a different position
in a query. They do not have many comments on the negative functionalities.
UndefinedRC: The users with undefinedRC like an accurate and rich functionality
search system. They are more likely to think the negative query functionality is
useful in the evaluation systems. They also like the negative result functionality
because they think they get to know the data collection quality better by seeing
the negative results in the result panel. They are more likely to think the query
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history functionality is useful. Like risky users, they also feel the search accuracy
drops with more image examples included in a query. They feel the functionalities
are more useful when they perform more difficult tasks. Their initial search idea
changes during the search, and the evaluation systems support the change well.
They think the usability of the functionalities can be improved by showing query
history automatically rather than having to press reset, showing diverse negative
results rather than based on colour only, showing page number, etc.
8.2.6 Comments with Respect to Two User Groups Based
on Search Strategy
The analysis results under this test setting are shown in Table 8.116.
With-RC-style: The users with-RC-style like accurate and easy to use image
search tools with rich functionalities. They are more likely to be satisfied with
the search results and the evaluation systems. They are more likely to think the
positive and negative feedback functions are useful. They are also likely to think the
query image scoring and query history functions are useful. They prefer content-
based or content-based related search strategy. Whilst they think all the provided
functionalities are useful, they suggest to improve the general functions, such as
making negative results optional, image zooming, and incorporating drag and drop,
etc.
No-RC-style: The users with no-RC-style expect the image search tool to have
a good quality and large data source as well as fast and rich functionalities. They
are less satisfied with the search results and evaluation systems than the users with-
RC-style. They think that the tasks are interesting and clear, and set a goal before
6Table 8.11 shows users’ response to the three categories: expected image search tool, search
experiences and suggestions to the evaluation systems, with regard to the two user groups based
on users’ search strategy. In each user group column, the percentage shows the amount of users
respond to a comment. N = x means there are x users in that user group combined across three
evaluations.
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Table 8.11: Analysis on comments with respect to the two user groups based on the
search strategy
the search. They find showing negative results in the result panel is useful, which
helps them to discover what is available in the collection. They find it is hard to
decide the relevant results for the tasks as their initial goal keeps changing during
the search. However, they agree that the systems supports the change well. They
also find the functionalities are even more supportive when they perform difficult
exploratory tasks. They especially suggest that improvements can be made to the
query history, negative query and query image scoring functionalities.
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8.2.7 Comments with Respect to Five User Groups Based
on the Information Goal
The analysis results under this test setting are shown in Table 8.127.
7Table 8.12 shows users’ response to the three categories: expected image search tool, search
experiences and suggestions to the evaluation systems, with regard to the five user groups based
on users’ information goal. In each user group column, the percentage shows the number of users
responding to a comment. N = x means there are x users in that user group combined across
three evaluations.
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Fixed: the users with a fixed information goal like accurate systems with rich
functionalities. They are satisfied with the search results, and they are basically
satisfied with the evaluation systems, though feel that the usability of the interface
needs could be improved. They have a clear information goal in mind before starting
the search, and the goal does not change during the search. They feel the search
results get increasingly better with each query refinement. They find it easy to make
decisions on results selection. Whilst they prefer the content-based search, they also
like keyword-based search, thus they suggest combining the two. They like all the
functionalities provided, but again they think the usability of some functionalities
can be improved, for example, by ranking query images by a scale bar or dragging
and dropping, showing image thumbnails in the query history section, starting with
keyword-based search, etc.
MixedFE: The users with mixedFE have fewer expectations of the system accuracy
than users with other characters, but they have the same expectation with the other
types of users on rich functionalities to support different search aspects. They think
the tasks are interesting and clear. They think all the provided functionalities are
useful especially the query image scoring and query history functionality. They also
find that the functionalities are more useful when they perform more difficult tasks.
Whilst they prefer the content-based search, they also like keyword-based search
and the combination of keyword-based and content-based search. As they tried
many functionalities for completing the tasks, they provide numerous suggestions
on improving the functions, such as ranking query images by a slide bar, showing
image thumbnails in query history section, providing a colour histogram or pie chart
for selecting negative colour examples, etc.
NoneFE: Compared to the users with other characters, users with noneFE like good
a quality and large data source, a fast and easy to use system, accurate search results
and rich functions to support different search aspects. These users are satisfied with
both the search results and the evaluation systems. They think the tasks are fairly
interesting and clear. They do not know what they are looking for before they start
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the search. They think the negative query is extremely useful. They also like the
query image scoring function. They sometimes find it hard to decide the relevance
of the results for the tasks. Their ideas change during the search and the systems
support the changes well. They suggest making the negative results optional. As
with other types of users, they think the usability of the interface can be improved
by providing drag and drop and image zoom functionality.
UndefinedFE: The undefinedFE users expect the image search tool to be accurate
and easy to use, and have rich functionalities. They are more satisfied with the
search experience with the systems than with the search results because they judge
the system accuracy based on the complexity of the tasks. They are satisfied with
the search results when they perform easier tasks, and they are not satisfied with the
search results when they perform harder tasks. They think the positive and negative
feedback functions are useful. They suggested improvements to the interfaces of the
evaluation systems, such as adding drag and drop, image zoom and providing diverse
negative results rather than based solely on colour only, etc.
8.2.8 Comments with Respect to Two User Groups Based
on Information Goal
The analysis results under this test setting are shown in Table 8.138.
With-FE-style: The users with-FE-style prefer the quality and size of the data
source where they search, and they like accurate search results and rich functionali-
ties to support different search aspects. They have a clear information goal in mind
before they start the search. They feel the functionalities are more useful when they
perform harder tasks. They are satisfied with the search results but not satisfied
8Table 8.13 shows users’ responses to the three categories: expected image search tool, search
experiences and suggestions to the evaluation systems, with regard to the two user groups based
on the users’ information goal. In each user group column, the percentage shows the number of
users responding to a comment. N = x means there are x users in that user group combined across
three evaluations.
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Table 8.13: Analysis on comments with respect to the two user groups based on the
information goal
with the evaluation systems, although they have tried some of the functionalities
and have agreed that the functionalities can be useful. They suggested improve-
ments could be made to the ease of use of the systems. Users with-FE-style prefer
content-based image search, although they also like keyword-based image search and
the combined content-based and keyword-based image search.
No-FE-style: The users with no-FE-style like a fast, accurate and easy to use image
search tool. Like users with-FE-Style, they prefer rich functionalities to support the
search. They are satisfied with the search results as well as the evaluation systems.
They think the negative query functionality is useful. They judge the effectiveness
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of the systems based on the tasks. They say the system is better when the task they
are performing is easier. For some tasks they find it hard to decide which result
is relevant. Their initial idea changes during the search process and they think
the system supports the change well. They prefer to have the content-based search
element in the search system over a purely keyword-based search systems. They
strongly suggest making the negative results optional because they do not feel the
negative results are needed for all tasks.
8.3 Summary
In this Chapter, we categorized the 50 users in our user study into different groups
based on the ISE user classification model. We have found that only the users
grouped based on the search strategy and information goal criteria are evenly spread
to every character, so we decided to discuss the characters of these two criteria only.
After grouping the 50 subjects into the characters, we have extracted some quan-
titative and qualitative data from our user study introduced in Chapter 3, such as
search precision of the actual search results for the tasks, suggested best evaluation
system from the exit questionnaire and users’ comments on the entry, post-search
and exit questionnaires. Through analyzing these quantitative and qualitative data
based on different characters, we have found clear evidence concerning users’ dif-
ferent search performances for the tasks, their different search preferences for the
evaluation systems, their differing expectations of image search tools, their varying
search experiences during the evaluation, and have made suggestions to improve the
evaluated systems, for the different user types. The summary of the findings and
suggestions (Table 8.14) will be stated in the following sections.
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User type Summary
1. They prefer I3, increasing profile, and FFUIM4;
Risky (R) 2. They like accurate and diverse result, rich functions;
3. They suggest multi-modal search system.
1. They prefer I4, and flat profile;
Cautious (C) 2. They are satisfied with the evaluation systems;
3. They suggest to combine keyword-based and content-based search.
1. They prefer I4, and FFUIM4;
MixedRC 2. They are satisfied with the evaluation systems, and like rich functions;
3. They suggest to make the negative results optional.
1. They do not have a clear preference of the evaluation systems;
NoneRC 2. Their information goal changes during search and the systems support the change;
3. They suggest a trial session before evaluation, and longer time needed.
1. They prefer flat profile and FFUIM3, but have no preference of the interfaces;
UndefinedRC 2. They like negative result function;
3. Their search is more exploratory.
1. They prefer I4 and the flat profile;
Fixed (F) 2. They have a clear information goal before search;
3. They like all the functions provided, but suggest to improve the ease of use.
1. They prefer FFUIM4, but have no clear preference of interfaces and OM profiles;
MixedFE 2. They like all the functions provided;
3. They prefer to combine keyword-based and content-based search.
1. They prefer I1 and FFUIM4, but have no clear preference of the OM profiles;
NoneFE 2. Their information goal changes during search, and the systems support the change;
3. They suggest to make the negative results optional.
1. They prefer the flat profile and FFUIM3, but have no clear preference of the interfaces;
UndefinedFE 2. Their favorite functions are the positive and negative feedback;
3. They are satisfied with the evaluation systems.
1. They prefer I4, the flat profile and FFUIM3;
With-RC-style 2. They are satisfied with the evaluation systems;
3. They suggest to combine the keyword-based and content-based search.
1. They prefer I4, the current profile and FFUIM3;
No-RC-style 2. Their information goal changes during search, and the systems support the change;
3. Their search is more exploratory.
1. They prefer I4, the current profile and FFUIM4;
With-FE-style 2. They have clear information goal before the search starts;
3. They think the easy of use of the systems can be improved.
1. They prefer the flat profile and FFUIM3, but have no clear preference of the interfaces;
No-FE-style 2. They have no clear information goal before the search;
3. They think the search system supported their exploratory search well.
Table 8.14: Summary of the final outcomes with regard to 13 user types
8.3.1 Risky (R)
Risky people prefer the interface with the query history and query image scoring
functionalities. They think the increasing profile of the Ostensive Model performs
better than the other profiles, and prefer the combination of the four factors of the
four-factor user interaction model, namely: relevance region, relevance level, time
and frequency.
Risky people focus more on the results and seek out accurate and diverse result
images. They prefer rich functionalities to support their search process. They would
like to judge the effectiveness of the system depending on the complexity level of
the tasks they perform. They complain that the search results get worse when they
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reformulate the query with more image examples.
These preferences and behaviours match the risky character definition in terms of
Information Foraging Theory. They like to move between patches frequently. They
prefer that the system provides good results in early pages because they do not like
to look through many pages of search results. They always reformulate the query to
change the patch, so that they need rich functionality to support the reformulation.
The risky people like to explore different aspects of the tasks, so that colour-based
image search seems insufficient to support their diverse requirements. Therefore,
we need to improve the interface and combine different multi-modal search systems
for the risky people. As soon as their search behaviours are supported, they can
perform quite well.
8.3.2 Cautious (C)
Cautious people prefer the uInteract interface over the other three interfaces. They
like the flat profile of the Ostensive Model better than other profiles.
Cautious people do not require a fast search system. They find the search results
improve with more image examples in a query. They also like rich functionali-
ties although they do not need to use them for all tasks. They are satisfied with
the evaluation systems and search results and so have few suggestions on system
improvement. The cautious people largely agreed that keyword-based search and
content-based search should be combined.
These preferences and behaviours match the cautious character definition in terms
of Information Foraging Theory. They like to stay in one patch consistently. They
do not mind spending time looking for good results. They are careful in selecting
feedback to refine the queries and search result images. They can adapt to the new
content-based search strategy well, but they still like their common search strategy,
i.e., keyword-based search.
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8.3.3 MixedRC
People with a mixed risky and cautious strategy prefer the uInteract interface. They
also like the FFUIM4 system that delivers a combination of the four factors of the
four-factor user interaction model, i.e., relevance region, relevance level, time and
frequency.
MixedRC people do not mind the search speed. They also like rich search func-
tionalities. They are satisfied with the evaluation systems and search results. They
think the provided functionalities are useful, but the functionality can be improved
to support ease of use. For example, they suggest making the negative results op-
tional.
The preferences and behaviours of the MixedRC show a combination of risky and
cautious characters’ preferences and behaviours. This matches the nature of the
MixedRC character. Of course, there are also unique comments from MixedRC
people that risky and cautious people did not make. For instance, the people with
MixedRC character think the content-based image search strategy is better than a
keyword-based search strategy.
8.3.4 NoneRC
People with NoneRC (neither risky nor cautious) character can be divided into two
groups. One group prefers simpler interfaces such as the basic interface with rel-
evance feedback function only. The other group prefers the interface with richer
functionalities such as the uInteract interface. They like the current profile of the
Ostensive Model the best, and they also like the increasing and decreasing profiles.
They prefer the combinations of the four factors of the four-factor user interac-
tion model, as well as the combination of the three factors of the four-factors user
interaction model: relevance region, time and frequency.
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NoneRC people like a fast, accurate search system with rich functionalities. They
like the negative functionality but do not like the query history functions. They
find it is difficult to select the relevant result images for the tasks. Their initial idea
changes during the search.
These preferences and search behaviours support the nature of the noneRC peo-
ple, who do not have risky people’s rushing around, nor cautious people’s steady
behaviours. These people have quite different opinions on the system preferences.
Their search behaviours also show they cannot any the clear difference in the per-
formance of the systems. This might be because they need a longer time to develop
a new search strategy. It might be even better if we could give them a trial session
before the evaluation.
8.3.5 UndefinedRC
People with undefinedRC (undefined risky and cautions) character, can be divided
into two groups. One group prefers a simpler interface, such as the baseline interface
with relevance feedback only. The other group prefers the interface with rich func-
tionalities, such as the uInteract interface. However, they have consistent positive
views on the flat profile of the Ostensive Model and the combination of the three
factors of the four-factor user interaction model, namely: relevance region, time and
frequency.
UndefinedRC people also like accurate systems with rich functionality. They like the
negative and query history functionalities. They think displaying negative results
helps them judge the data quality. Like risky users, they also feel the search accuracy
drops by adding more image examples in a query. They feel the functionalities are
more useful when they perform more difficult tasks. Their initial idea sometimes
changes during the search.
From their search preferences and behaviours, we can see the people with undefine-
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dRC have cross characters of risky, cautious, mixedRC and noneRC. Their search
process should be more exploratory as they do not have a clear character. This
is why they like to see the negative results from the result panel that is designed
especially for supporting exploratory search.
8.3.6 Fixed (F)
People with fixed goals prefer the uInteract interface. They also prefer the flat and
current profiles of the Ostensive Model.
People with fixed goals like accurate systems with rich functionalities. They had a
clear information goal in mind before starting the search and the goal did not change
during the search. They feel the search results increasingly improve with each query
refinement. They find it easy to make decisions on results selection. They like all of
the functionalities, although they think their ease of use could be improved.
These preferences and search behaviours match the fixed character definition very
well in terms of Information Foraging Theory. People with fixed goals are clear
about what they are looking for. Every movement they make to refine the query
improves the results. They find it easy to make decisions on which images to select
as feedback or results.
8.3.7 MixedFE
People with mixed fixed and evolving goals equally like the simplest interface with
relevance feedback only and the interface with query history and query image scor-
ing. They also prefer the decreasing and current profiles of the Ostensive Model.
Their favorite setting is the combination of the four factors of the four-factor user
interaction model.
MixedFE people do not care much about the search accuracy, but prefer the rich
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functions to support their search. They like all the provided functions, especially
query history and query image scoring. They feel these functions are more useful
when performing more difficult tasks. They would prefer to combine the content-
based and keyword-based search together.
From the preferences and behaviours, we can see that the people with mixed fixed
and evolving goals combine the nature of the fixed and evolving character in terms of
Information Foraging Theory. They sometimes know what they are looking for but
sometimes they do not. We can see that people with mixedFE have some similarity
with fixed goal people, but it is hard to tell the similarity with evolving goal people
because evolving character did not occur in our evaluation.
8.3.8 NoneFE
People with neither fixed nor evolving goals prefer the simplest interface with rele-
vance feedback only. They like the increasing and decreasing profile of the Ostensive
Model. Again, the system delivering the combination of the four factors of the four-
factor user interaction model is their favorite setting.
NoneFE people like a good quality and large data source to search from. They also
like accurate and fast systems. They are satisfied with the evaluation systems and
the search results. They state they do not know what they are looking for before
the search. Their idea changes during the search. They also find it difficult to select
relevant results for the tasks. Although it is not easy to complete the task, they
find the provided functions supports the search process well. They think the ease of
use of the interface can be improved by, for example, by making the negative results
optional.
From the preferences and behaviours of the NoneFE people, we can see these people
showed completely different search behaviours from the people with a fixed informa-
tion goal. For example, they are unsure what they are looking for, before the search
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starts and their ideas change during the search process also. People with noneFE
character prefer the simplest interface. This should be different from what the evolv-
ing goal people would prefer. People with evolving information goal would like rich
functionality to support their search, especially the query history functionality9.
8.3.9 UndefinedFE
People with undefinedFE can be divided into two groups. One group prefers the
system with relevance feedback and query history functions. The other group prefers
the uInteract interface with relevance feedback, query history, query image scoring
and negative functions. All of the undefinedFE people like the flat profile of the
Ostensive Model and the combined three factors of the four-factor user interaction
model, namely: relevance region, time and frequency.
UndefinedFE people expect an accurate and easy to use system with rich function-
alities. They are satisfied with the evaluation systems. Their satisfaction with the
search results depends on the performance of the tasks. Their prefered functions are
the positive and negative feedback.
From their search preferences and behaviours, we can see the people with undefine-
dRC do not have specific preferences and unique search behaviours. They have cross
characters of fixed, mixedFE and noneFE.
From the above analysis of the characters of the two criteria, we find that risky,
cautious and fixed goal people have clear and unique preferences and search be-
haviours. People with mixedRC or mixedFE show the mixed preferences and be-
haviours. However, like noneFE people, users with undefined FE have an unstable
and unclear search pattern. Further, there is no significant difference among the
characters on the search precision of the actual search results. It will be interesting
9As the evolving character did not occur in our evaluation, we do not have evidence about what
the evolving goal people prefer. However, we suppose that the people with evolving goal should
like the interfaces with rich functions to support their goal changes during the search based on the
definition of the evolving character.
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to see the results of combining some of the characters together, and we expect to
see a clear pattern through the new groups. The new groups are as follows:
• risky + cautious + mixedRC ⇒ with-RC-style;
• noneRC + undefinedRC ⇒ no-RC-style;
• fixed + mixedFE ⇒ with-FE-style;
• noneFE + undefinedFE ⇒ no-FE-style.
The analysis based on these new groups shows a clear pattern. The analysis summary
is set out below.
8.3.10 With-RC-style
People with-RC-style prefer the uInteract interface. They like the increasing and
flat profile of the Ostensive Model and the combined three factors of the four-factor
user interaction model, namely: relevance region, time and frequency.
People with-RC-style like accurate and easy to use systems with rich functionalities.
They are satisfied with the evaluation systems and search results. They like all the
functionalities provided on the evaluation systems. They prefer the content-based
and content-based related search strategy. They suggest improving the ease of use
of the interfaces by combining the keyword-based and content-based searches.
These people have clear preferences. There is also a clear pattern to their search
behaviours.
8.3.11 No-RC-style
People with no-RC-style also prefer uInteract interface. They like the current profile
of the Ostensive Model. Like the people with-RC-style, they also prefer the setting
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with three factors of the four-factor user interaction model, namely: relevance region,
time and frequency.
People with no-RC-style expect a good quality, large data source and a fast system
with rich functionalities. They are not satisfied with the search results and the
evaluation systems. They feel their information goal changes during the search.
They agree that the system supports the changes well. They think all the functions
are useful, especially showing the negative results that helps them judge data quality.
They find the functions are more useful when they perform harder tasks.
These people have similar preferences to the people with-RC-style, but there is a
big difference shown in their search behaviours and experience. People with no-RC-
style carry out more exploratory search. From their comments, we can see their
exploratory search is supported by the systems.
8.3.12 With-FE-style
People with-FE-style prefer the uInteract interface. They prefer the current profile
of the Ostensive Model and the combination of the four factors of the four-factor user
interaction model, namely: relevance region, relevance level, time and frequency.
People with-FE-style like a good quality and large data source to search from. They
also like accurate systems with rich functionalities. They have a clear information
goal before the search starts. They are satisfied with the search results, although
they think the ease of use of the systems needs to be improved. They prefer the
combination of the content-based and keyword-based search.
These preferences and behaviours match more with people with a fixed goal than
people with an evolving goal. This may be because most of the people in our study
have fixed goals and only a few people have mixedFE goals related to the evolving
information goal.
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8.3.13 No-FE-style
People with no-FE-style prefer three interfaces as follows: the interface with rele-
vance feedback only, the interface with relevance feedback and query history, and
the uInteract interface. These people prefer the flat profile of the Ostensive model
and the combination of the three factors of the four-factor user interaction model:
relevance region, time and frequency.
People with no-FE-style like fast, accurate and easy to use systems with rich func-
tionalities. They are satisfied with the search results and the evaluation systems.
Their initial idea changes during the search and they find it difficult to select the
feedback and results for the tasks. They find all the functions useful and especially
the negative functions, although they think the negative results should be optional.
They feel the functions are most useful when they perform hard tasks. They think
combining the keyword-based search with the content-based search would signifi-
cantly enhance the system.
These people do not have clear views on system preferences, but their search be-
haviours and experiences show their search is rather exploratory, and the system
supports the exploratory search well.
Overall, we have learnt how to apply the ISE model to analyze the quantitative and
qualitative data from the user study based on our interactive CBIR systems.
Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Work
The overall aim of our research was to systematically explore the three key ele-
ments of user interaction for content-based image retrieval (CBIR): the interaction
model, interactive interface and users, in an integrated and principled manner. The
objectives were (1) to develop a framework for interactive CBIR including a user
interaction model and a visual interactive interface to deliver the model; (2) to eval-
uate the usefulness and effectiveness of the framework by user-oriented evaluations;
(3) to demonstrate how interactive CBIR search can be analyzed in the context of
tasks and user characters.
9.1 Research Contributions
In an effort to better understand and improve the interaction between users and
CBIR systems, we have proposed a novel exploratory CBIR framework called uIn-
teract. The framework contains a four-factor user interaction model and an inter-
active interface. The four-factor user interaction model was developed to overcome
the limitations of related work. The four-factor user interaction model is delivered
by an interactive interface visually to users. A lab-based simulated experiment was
employed to test the effectiveness of the model, and a task-based user study was em-
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ployed to evaluate the usefulness and effectiveness of the model and visual interface.
From the quantitative data analysis results, we have not only demonstrated the use-
fulness and effectiveness of the framework, but have also observed that users have
very different opinions on the usefulness and effectiveness of the different compo-
nents and functionalities of the framework. In an effort to find different preferences
and search behaviours based on different user types, we proposed a user classifica-
tion model, called ISE (information goals, search strategies, evaluation thresholds),
based on Information Foraging Theory. The ISE model was verified by an in-depth
analysis of the real user interaction data collected from our user study. The verified
ISE model was applied back to the quantitative and qualitative data in our user
study and we have shown different user types have very different preferences and
search behaviours. Therefore, we suggest that when designing, developing and eval-
uating a new search tool to make an effective user interaction happen, we need to
consider the user interaction model, interactive interface and user types as a whole.
By doing this research, we have made the following contributions:
• proposed a four-factor user interaction model for interactive CBIR systems
(Chapter 2);
• designed interactive uInteract interface to deliver the four-factor user interac-
tion model (Chapter 2);
• evaluated the effects of the uInteract interface (Chapter 4);
• evaluated the effects of the four profiles of the Ostensive Model with multiple
image query and both positive and negative feedback (Chapter 5);
• evaluated the effects of the different settings of the four-factor user interaction
model (Chapter 6);
• proposed a principled ISE user classification model based on the Information
Foraging Theory (Chapter 7);
• Findings for future interactive CBIR framework design from applying the ISE
model (Chapter 8).
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9.1.1 Four-factor User Interaction Model
In an effort to improve the interaction between the users and the CBIR system
as well as search accuracy, we have proposed and investigated a four-factor user
interaction model (FFUIM), which includes relevance region, relevance level, time
and frequency. Development and testing of the FFUIM was motivated and inspired
by a growing interest in making the search system more interactive, and by the
ongoing research on user interaction models to support interactive search. Notably,
with the recent research interest in exploratory search, supporting users’ interaction
and communication with the system becomes increasingly more important. Whilst
the model was developed for our research purposes, we believe it could be adapted to
any interactive search system. Therefore, the model is not only useful in this thesis,
but also contributes to the further development of more advanced user interaction
models.
9.1.2 uInteract Interface
The uInteract interface was developed mainly for delivering the FFUIM visually to
users. However, we have gone beyond the existing design guidelines and considered
how to support users’ exploratory search and how to let users manipulate the search
mechanism naturally. The uInteract interface combines interactive search features
in a novel way. The key achievements are: (1) we allow users to provide negative
examples from specific search results to refine the query; (2) we provide the negative
as well as positive search results to users to support their understanding of the data
quality; at the same time, the negative results play a crucial part in helping users
manipulate the search algorithm; (3) we also provide the query history function that
supports users exploratory search.
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9.1.3 Evaluation
We have not only applied simulated precision-based experiments to investigate the
effectiveness of the four-factor user interaction model, but also, motivated by the
related literature on evaluating interactive search systems, conducted extensive user-
oriented evaluations. The key contributions of our user study are: (1) we have
evaluated the uInteract interface that delivers the FFUIM against the basic relevance
feedback interface, the interface based on the Ostensive Model, and the interface
based on the partial model. By testing the effect of the uInteract interface, we
have demonstrated that different types of users have different preferences. (2) we
have investigated the four profiles of the Ostensive Model for multi-image queries
with both positive and negative feedback CBIR scenarios, which previously has not
been extensively tested in content-based image retrieval. In general, our evaluation
outcome on the effect of the four profile of the Ostensive Model is similar to the
evaluation results of previous studies, i.e., users prefer the increasing and flat profiles
to decreasing and current profiles; (3) we have evaluated the different combinations
of the four factors of the FFUIM. Again the findings from the evaluation show
different user types have different preferences.
The design of the evaluations follows the best practice in the literature. At the
same time, the outcome of the evaluations contributes to the literature: firstly, by
demonstrating the usefulness of the four-factor user interaction model and proving
the usefulness of the existing user interaction models in CBIR; secondly, by finding
the strong impact on the search results, preferences and behaviours from different
user types.
9.1.4 ISE User Classification Model
In an effort to define and identify different user types, we have proposed an ISE user
classification model based on Information Foraging Theory. The ISE model includes
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three criteria corresponding to three key aspects during the search process: users’
information goal (I), users’ search strategy (S) and users’ evaluation threshold (E).
The three aspects are generated based on the three models of Information Foraging
Theory, namely: the information scent model, the information patch model and the
information diet model. The Information Foraging Theory is a well known theory
adapted from food foraging theory in biology to explain and predict the human in-
formation seeking behaviours. The information scent and information patch models
have been applied to information seeking and browsing, and Information Foraging
Theory has been suggested to analyze searchers’ preferences and behaviours for ex-
ploratory search. However, the theory has not previously been applied to real search
scenarios, especially to content-based image retrieval scenarios.
The proposed ISE model was verified by a multiple linear regression analysis of the
qualitative user interaction data gathered from our real user evaluations. To the best
of our knowledge, this model is the first principled user classification model in CBIR
verified by a systematic data analysis based on large real interaction data. This
practise has not only helped to identify different user types for future user-focused
design, study and analysis, but also reinforces the usefulness of the Information
Foraging Theory for information seeking, especially for interactive CBIR searches.
9.1.5 Findings and Suggestions with Regard to User Types
In order to find the users’ preferences concerning the user interaction models and the
interactive interfaces in our study, and further concerning CBIR search, we applied
the ISE user classification model to the analysis of the quantitative and qualitative
data we obtained from the user study. The analysis was done based on the five
characters that occurred in two classification criteria. For instance, under the search
strategy criterion, we have risky, cautious, mixedRC, noneRC and undefinedRC
characters, under the information goal criterion, we have fixed, mixedFE, noneFE
and undefinedFE characters. The quantitative and qualitative data analysis results
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based on the five characters have provided valuable observations on the preferences of
different types of users. The observations match closely the characters’ definitions in
the ISE model. We further merged the five characters under each criterion into two
groups: with-style or no-style. For example, for search strategy, we grouped risky,
cautious and mixedRC together into with-RC-style, and noneRC and undefinedRC
together into no-RC-style. Similarly for the information goal, we grouped fixed and
mixedFE together into with-FE-style, and noneFE and undefinedFE together into
no-FE-style. The analysis based on the two groups shows that the search process of
the users with no style is rather exploratory and the systems, especially the uInteract
interface, supported the search well. Further, these users like three of the four factors
of the four-factor user interaction model: relevance region, time and frequency, and
tend not to care much about the relevance level factor. However, the users with-FE-
style like the relevance level factor, which may be because they have a fixed search
goal so that they can make fully use of this function in the interface.
The suggestion we have made from the findings of the quantitative and qualitative
data analysis based on the ISE user classification model is that the ISE model
produces a usable way to identify user types precisely in ways that enable us to
predict with some degree of accuracy, what different types of users want - at least
in this study. The findings on the preferences and search behaviours based on
the different user types provide valuable guidelines on designing, evaluating and
analyzing information seeking systems, especially interactive content-based image
retrieval systems.
9.2 Future Work
Whilst we have provided useful observations for future image search tools, especially
interactive CBIR search system development to suit different user types, we have
also discovered areas where improvement can be made through future work.
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Our research has demonstrated that the four-factor user interaction model is useful
and effective for CBIR search, and it could also be adapted to other interactive
search systems. The model can still be expanded by adding fresh factors, such
as users’ social recommendations, users’ preferences, etc. The uInteract interface
has successfully delivered the four-factor user interaction model, enabling users to
manipulate the model visually. However, users have suggested the need to improve
the ease of use of the interface, e.g., by introducing drag and drop, enlarging the
image, visualizing the query history, enabling to provide negative feedback by a
colour pie chart rather than using negative search results, improving the graphic
design of the buttons and interface layout, etc.
The uInteract framework including the four-factor user interaction model and the
interactive interface has demonstrated that it is possible for users to effectively
manipulate the relevance feedback mechanism through a visual interface without
impacting on how the underlying search mechanism works. As Lew et al. (2006)
suggested, a CBIR system should support searching by various media including text
and content information. Other researchers have also suggested supporting vary-
ing user contexts, the search system needs to include different search models and
should also be able to integrate these models with flexible user interfaces (Marques
and Furht 2002). However, the integration of the different search models and the
integration between relevance feedback mechanism and user interaction technologies
is still a challenge in CBIR (Barecke et al. 2006). Our quantitative data analysis
results based on users’ comments also suggest some related challenges. For instance,
users would like to see advanced visualization and interaction options by applying
more user interface design techniques; they also expect a retrieval tool that inte-
grates all user interactions in a single interface by making some functions optional.
Therefore, developing a system with different interfaces to customize different search
skill levels could improve the search activity. Further, users would like to see more
diverse results rather than just colour-based results. This again emphasizes the im-
portance of combining multi-modality into a single search system, so that the results
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can be provided based on diverse search results using different search models. This
is also a key component of exploratory search.
We have evaluated the framework by a series of simulated and user-oriented evalua-
tions. The evaluation provides valuable insights on future interactive CBIR system
design, evaluation and analysis. However, there are several lessons learnt from the
evaluations: (1) The task affected the performance indicators much more than we
had expected. Thus we should always consider how the nature of the tasks will
affect the study before carrying out evaluations. As such the effects of the differ-
ent complexity levels of tasks will be ruled out; (2) We did not consider the user
types when we recruited the users so that the number of users for each user type
occurred in our user study was not evenly distributed. As a consequence, we could
not make suggestions on some types of users due to the lack of data. To improve
this situation, we should revise our entry questionnaire to ensure more user types
are covered in our future evaluations, or even carry out a user type test before per-
forming the formal user study; (3) The evaluations we performed were controlled,
short-term user studies. The users only used the system once, and were restricted to
5 and 10 minutes to complete each task. The findings can be limited based on the
data obtained from this kind of study. A long-term and less controlled evaluation
may provide richer observations and insights on user types, search preferences and
behaviours.
We have successfully applied Information Foraging Theory to understand user in-
teraction based on the users perspective, and proposed the first principled user
classification model - ISE (information goal (I), search strategy (S) and evaluation
threshold (E)). The ISE model has been verified and tested based on the user inter-
action data of our user study. We suggest the ISE model needs to be further verified
in an independent study on a broader range of interactive search systems.
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